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From the Editors 
Historical Diver Magazine is now in its tenth year, and with the publishing of this issue, our 30th, we are 
pleased to be appointed the official publication of HDS Russia. We are happy that the diving historians of this 
great country are going to be working with us, and look forward to the visit of Dr. Alexander Sledkov later this 
year. 
The publication of HDM is made possible by the generous and vital support of our sponsors. Historical 
Diver is pleased to welcome back those sponsors who continue to distinguish themselves from the crowd by 
setting an example of commitment to our historic educational cause. We are all especially thrilled to have the 
pioneering deep diving French company COMEX lend their support to our work. Henri Delauze has long 
been recognized for his leadership at the cutting edge of diving technology. Comex's sponsorship proves that 
when it comes to the important subject of preserving our diving history, they are once again at the forefront of 
this relatively new field. Merci Henri. 
The last quarter of 2001 saw a lot of international HDS activity, with national meetings in America, UK, 
Italy, and Australia, some of which is recorded in this issue. One of the most traveled HDS representatives was 
Canada's Phil Nuytten, who is mentioned in numerous places through out the content as he gave historical 
presentations in America, France, and Australia and returned to France to receive the prestigious Jules Verne 
Award in Paris. Phil's Advisory Board friend Jean-Michel Cousteau started this year in the grandest style, by 
representing The Environment at the Opening Ceremony of the Winter Olympics. We do not have access to 
the viewing figure for the ceremony, but we doubt if any other diver in the history of the world has obtained 
the exposure for our message of concern about the decline of the oceans and our environment, as Jean-Michel 
did that February night. We offer our congratulations to our friend on an Olympic appointment well earned, 
and thoroughly deserved. 
Leslie Leaney and Andy Lentz 
X .A. 
Proudly supporting the work of the 
Historical Diving Society 
and 
Historical Diver Magazine 
COMEX S.A.- 36, boulevard des Oceans-
BP 143 - 13275 Marseille Cedex 9 - FRANCE 
Tel. (33) 04.91.29.75.00- Fax (33) 04.91.29.75.07 
http:/ /www.comex. fr 
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Advisory Board 
Bernard Eaton 
Born in Lancashire, England, Bernard Eaton has been involved with the media all his adult life. From his earliest 
years he has been a journalist and writer, and has long since also been a publisher and an accomplished international 
conference and exhibition organizer. 
Bernard began his career in the time-honored way as a reporter on a local newspaper. Following service in the 
Royal Navy in WWII, he graduated to London's famous Fleet Street to become a well known feature writer on 
national newspapers. He later moved into television with one of Britain's foremost TV networks. 
His first introduction to diving occurred in 1952 when he reviewed Hans Hass's famous book 'Diving to Adven-
ture,' which he read with some amazement, little knowing that he and the author would become good friends in later 
years. 
But it was not untill962 that his interest in diving became serious when he was asked by Fleet Street friend and 
colleague Peter Small to help publicize the 2nd World Congress of Underwater Activities in London. Peter Small was 
the co-founder of the British Sub-Aqua Club (BSAC) and the principal Congress organizer. 
Shortly afterwards, Small was asked to edit and publish the BSAC's journal, then called Triton, and he invited 
Eaton to become his partner in a venture to tum the magazine into a meaningful diving publication for open market 
sale. 
Following Peter Small's untimely death in December 1962 during the world's first 1000ft open water dive, Eaton 
took full control of Triton. Since then, under the title DIVER, the magazine has become a high quality publication with 
an international reputation. It is the best-selling diving magazine in the UK and, no longer associated with the BSAC, 
is the only one in the country that is independent of any diver training agency. 
To promote the sport of diving, Eaton has organized 12 international conferences and film festivals, featuring 
virtually every notable diver in the world: Jacques Cousteau, Hans Hass, Ed Link, Arthur C. Clark, Robert Stenuit, 
Sylvia Earle, Eugenie Clark, Ron and Valerie Taylor, Joe Macinnis, Stanton Waterman, Jack McKenney, and many 
more. 
Bernard wrote the blueprint for Oceans 2000, the 3rd World Congress of Underwater Activities, which he co-
organized, and since 1989 has also organized no fewer than 24 dive exhibitions/shows in England and Scotland, which 
are the biggest events of their kind in Europe. 
Among Eaton's major achievements has been the founding of The Marine Conservation Society in Britain, which 
promotes the protection of the marine environment throughout the world, and has Prince Charles as its President. He 
was the Society's Chairman for the first seven years and is now a Vice President. 
He is also a patron of The Shark Trust, which exists to protect sharks, and is a long-standing member of the 
Historical Diving Society in the UK. 
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In The Mail Some correspondence may be edited. 
SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 
As a member who grew up in New York city, I wish 
to go on record to say how nice it was to see the Society 
pay homage to our brothers and sisters in New York, Penn-
sylvania, and the Pentagon who were victims of the at-
tacks on September 11th. Well done! 
BEN MILLER 
P.T. Gavin 
Ash Fork, Arizona 
Thank you for the nice article about my late husband 
Ben in the last issue. I appreciate the patience and profes-
sionalism of John Kane and Leslie Leaney in collecting 
the information and compiling a good representation of 
Ben and his life. I would correct only one thing. The walls 
of our house are 2.5 feet thick, not 25 feet thick! 
Bev Morgan of Kirby Morgan Diving Systems Inter-
national has purchased Miller Diving Equipment and the 
company has been transferred to Santa Barbara, Califor-
nia, from here in Texas. Bev's company have been great 
in their dealings with me and I have appreciated their sen-
sitivity to Ben's way of doing things. I'd like to wish them 
the very best in their new undertaking. They have invited 
me to join them at the UI 2002 in New Orleans, and I look 
forward to meeting many of the people I've talked with 





We are going to be reprinting several of my 
grandfather's books starting with On The Bottom and Hell 
On Ice. Bob McKenna is the publisher and Ned Beach is 
going to write the introduction. Over the next 18 months 
we will do the Ellsberg WWII trilogy. All books will be 
enhanced with more photos and information, and even a 
CD of Orson Wells' rendition of Hell On Ice. Hopefully 
we will re-do Salvage Man too. 
Edward "Ted" Ellsberg Pollard 
via email 
Editor. HDS- USA hopes to be able to make these titles 
available to members. More information will appear in 
future issues. 
WELL-HEAD INSTALL. 
I want recognition and credit for installing the only 
nuclear powered well-head ever installed on the ocean 
floor. Kindly see that John Kane is copied on this! 
6 
Karl K. Holder 
Helium diver deep-sea 
kholder@mfx.net 
INFORMATION WANTED. 
John Dwyer is a naval special warfare historian who 
is interested in learning more about the role that Michael 
J. Foran played in the development of SCUBA in the USN 
circa 1950-1960. Any assistance may be directed to John 
at Jbarrydwyer@ aol.com 
INFORMATION WANTED. 
The following details are taken from an email request. 
Grace Melo is a 24 year old Brazilian, who is trying to 
trace her father. His name is Lennie and he came from 
New Orleans. He worked as a diver for McDermott in 
Aracaju, Brazil in 1975. In 1977 he transferred out of 
Aracaju, and although he wrote to Grace's mother, Chris-
tina, she did not receive the letters as they were intercepted 
by a relative and destroyed. It is Grace's feeling that as 
Lennie never received any reply to his letters, that he per-
haps thought that Christina and Grace did not wish to stay 
in contact with him. This is not the case and Grace is now 
attempting to re-establish contact with her father. Any as-
sistance may be directed to Grace at Grace-
melo@bol.com.br 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS 
HDS-USA lOth Anniversary Rally 
October 19 - 20, 2002 
the weekend before DEMA 2002 Las Vegas 
Santa Barbara, California 
Speakers Program 
Chuck Blakeslee 
Co-Founder of Skin Diver Magazine 
Dr. Alexander Sledkov 
HDS Russia Director 
Giancarlo Bartoli 
Italian Galeazzi Manufacturer 
plus others to be announced 
Exhibits, displays, classic diving, banquet and 
more. 
Fuller details will appear in the next issue and 
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HDS Board Member 
I 
HOWIE DOYLE 
Howie has been publisher of Underwater Magazine, the official publication of the Association 
of Diving Contractors International, since 1993. A keen supporter of the HDS, he has pub-
lished many articles relating to American commercial diving history, and is the publisher of 
HDS-USA Advisory Board member Bob Barth's acclaimed Sealab memoirs, Sea Dwellers. 
Through his professional interest in diving Howie has held positions as a Director of the ADC, 
both at National and Chapter levels, and is the current secretary of the Gulf Coast Chapter. In 
addition to publishing Underwater magazine, he is also Chairman ofthe Technical Program of 
Underwater Intervention, the world's premiere underwater contracting conference and exhibi-
tion. Howie is also a Director of The Institute of Diving, in Panama City, Florida. He is based 
in Houston, Texas. 
HDS Canada President Receives 
JULES VERNE AWARD 
Don Walsh, Phil Nuytten and Falco, in front of the Exosuit 
The lOth annual 'Festival du Jules Verne' held in the venerable Musee Oceanographique over the period of 
November 23 to December 3, 2001, showcased some of the most famous adventurers in the world. 
Jacques Heyedahl, pioneer astronaut Buzz Aldrin, Jacques Piccard and Don Walsh- the 'deepest' men in the 
world- as well as Albert Falco, captain of Cousteau's famed research vessel CALYPSO, were on hand to be honored for 
the 'Esprit d' A venture' that they exemplify. They were joined by Canadian subsea technologist and explorer, Dr. Phil 
Nuytten, President of HDS Canada. 
Nuytten received a 'Jules Verne Award' citing his contributions to undersea technology and the provision of the 
"tools to allow the exploration of the deep ocean." Nuytten was the only Canadian to be so honored and he and his 
wife, Mary, enjoyed the week of festivities in Paris. Phil stated, "It was great to see so many old friends - Be'bert 
(Albert) Falco, Buzz, Don Walsh, Jacques Piccard, and the whole gang- what a pleasure to retell familiar stories and 
add future enhancements, and to meet the bright young lights in the underwater world." Our congratulations to Phil on 
this impressive international award. 
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rare 1935 La Prieur cylin-
der, some WWII masks 
and a c1947 La 
Spirotechnique two hose 
regulator and tank assem-
bly. 
The HDS faithful gath-
ered for the 2001 Rally un-
der clear skies and bright 
sunshine. Held only four 
weeks after the September 
11 terrorist attacks, several 
members flew in from out 
of state and the tragedy 
served to bring everyone a 
little closer together. In re-
cent years the un-official 
launch of the Rally has 
been on the Friday night 
where an open-bar recep-
Rally speakers Phil Nuytten, Fred Roberts, Bob Kirby, Dick 
Anderson, Murray Black and Nick /corn 
The Rally presenta-
tions were held at the 
Santa Barbara City Col-
lege campus, and once 
Murray Black managed to 
park his new Bentley and 
take his old Mark V (ev-
ery Bentley owner has 
tion is held at The Endless Summer Bar and Grill, above 
the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum. Bob Rusnak arrived 
from New York, popular Texas visitors Russell Potocki, 
Richard Lowe and Bill Gronvold of MOAV made their 
second visit of the year, and Sid and Aleta Macken came 
down from Oregon with Joe Olsen. 
The Rally itself really starts about 7:30am on Satur-
day when exhibiting members set up their displays inside 
the Marine Technology Department (M.T.D.). Scuba was 
the predominant theme of this year's displays and there 
were sufficient rare items exhibited to keep the most dis-
cerning collector happy. As usual, there were some items 
from private collections that most attendees had never seen 
one) out of the trunk, the lecture portion of the Rally got 
underway. M.T.D. chair Don Barthelmess welcomed ev-
eryone to City College and detailed the successful Heavy 
Gear Workshop that his department operates. (see HDM 
Vol. 10, Issue 3, page 35). Leslie Leaney followed Don 
and gave an update on the HDS and the day's program. A 
minute's silence was taken in memory of those lost in the 
terrorist attacks. Another somber note was struck when 
Leslie announced that the Society had recently lost one of 
its most prominent local members, Dr. Hugh Greer, and 
that the day's program was to be adjusted so that several 
members could leave to attend Hugh's remembrance ser-
VICe. 
The day's first speaker was 
Fred M. Roberts, who had become 
something of a legend among the 
vintage recreational scuba commu-
nity for his 1960 and 1963 books, 
Basic Scuba. Generally considered 
the most essential book in the field, 
it was printed in three editions. 
Fred recalled his early diving days 
in North Dakota and Wisconsin 
and his first diving efforts in 194 7. 
Taking us through his early equip-
ment Fred recalled that it took a 
week to get a 70 cu. ft. cylinder 
filled in Wisconsin back then. He 
eventually started the Sport Diver 
Corporation in Milwaukee while 
attending Milwaukee School of 
Engineering. While on vacation in 
California in 1952, he met U.S. 
before. Mark Howell brought a 
great selection of early UDT and 
Korean war equipment, AI Betters 
and Ed LaRochelle brought com-
bat and recreational items down 
from the San Francisco Bay area 
collections, HDS Canada's Presi-
dent Phil Nuytten brought not one 
buttwo! DESCOAirMasterdouble 
hose regulators, one of which had 
been the center of some extraordi-
nary bidding on eBay earlier in the 
year. Phil also brought an original 
cylinder and backpack down from 
Canada, and this complete DESCO 
scuba rig drew an immediate 
crowd. Bob Rusnak had risked 
bringing some of his rarer double 
hose regulators on the plane from 
New York and they all made it 
safely. Leslie Leaney displayed a Ed LaRochelle with part of his regulator display Divers founders Rene Bussoz and 
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Sam Lecocq. At first Bussoz refused to sell him Aqualungs 
so Fred bought the individual components separately and 
built them himself. Later Bussoz consented to supply him 
with assembled units. 
In 1955 Fred made news with a 380-foot air dive in 
DESCO's water-filled pressure tank. This was a publicity 
stunt for DESCO's Airmaster regulator and Dr. Edgar End 
worked on the heli-ox mixtures and tables for the dive. 
(See Scuba Workshop page 36-Ed.) During his days in 
Milwaukee Fred suffered from hay fever but solved it by 
wearing a DESCO rebreather while driving around Wis-
consin. Basic Scuba was a three-year undertaking and Fred 
went through three drafts and 15 publishers before D. Van 
Nostrand picked it up. Even then it was too large for them 
and Swede Momsen did a critical review, which reduced 
the size of the book. Basic Scuba became the standard 
reference work for divers, manufacturers and dealers. Fred 
also covered his work in the underwater photography field 
and shared some interesting stories about USD, J-Y 
Cousteau and more. The full content of Fred Roberts' 
unique presentation will be published in a future edition 
of this magazine. 
Commercial oil field diving pioneer Murray Black was 
the program's second speaker. Murray started by remem-
bering how excited he was when he finally decided to 
become a deep sea diver and saved enough money to at-
tend E.R. Cross' Sparling School of Deep Sea Diving. 
Using a U.S.N. Mark V helmet as his prop, he described 
how the helmet represented all his dreams and aspirations 
and how eager he was to try one on. Reenacting his ar-
rival at the school diving locker, he stared admiringly at 
the Mark V, went over and gave it an affectionate hug 
and, with it safely in his loving embrace, said that now all 
his dreams were about to come true. He separated the bon-
net from the breastplate of the helmet, and excitedly placed 
the breastplate over his head. Here Murray's dream came 
to a sudden halt as the breastplate became stuck above his 
ears. His head was too large to fit through it! End of div-
ing career before it starts! It is quite a sight to see a deep 
sea diver with his head covered in a breastplate with only 
his hair showing out the top, and it brought an apprecia-
Santa Barbara Maritime Museum's Ed Cassano 
with Scrap Lundy 
"Voices from the Deep," by Leslie Jacobs, HDM Volume 9, 
issues 2 and 3, and are not duplicated in this report. 
"Charlie Isbell was the most efficient diver I ever met, 
and he taught me the important lesson of how to make 
haste slowly," stated Murray. He recalled the early dives 
with Associated Divers, Albert Benkhe, his first oxy he-
lium dive in March 1963, the foundation of Divcon and 
more. Of particular interest were the record surface dives 
to 525 feet on a 90/10 mix off Libya. "You probably could 
not do that dive in any other area of the oceans. Only the 
Mediterranean, where there is no current. Almost anywhere 
else a diver with that much hose out would never reach 
the bottom due to the current. Hell, at mid-day you could 
even read a newspaper down there, the visibility was so 
good." Murray closed by thanking Leslie Jacobs for do-
ing such an excellent job with his interviews, and asked 
for assistance in removing the Mark V breastplate from 
his shoulders, as he had worn it throughout his presenta-
tion! 
After a recess for Dr. Hugh Greer's memorial service, 
Bob "Hollywood" Kirby opened the afternoon session with 
his popular presentation on his starring role in television's 
Junk Yard Wars show. To set the tone for the presentation 
Bob ran the actual broadcast footage from the show. More 
hysterical than historical, Bob recounted his adventures 
tive roar and applause from the at-
tendees. Murray's dream was how-
ever quickly realized as he tilted the 
breastplate and managed to fit his 
head through the neck ring, noting 
that his head had a left-handed 
thread. Thus began Murray's adven-
tures which had several ups and 
downs before the life-changing dive 
for W.W. Rand. Murray's presenta-
tion covered some of the highlights 
in his diving career, and a detailed 
accounting of these can found in 
Americas first Frogman, John Spence, 
with Mark Howell 
across the pond in England where 
he and his longtime friend Gregg 
Bryant headed up opposing teams 
who were each tasked with build-
ing a workable diving outfit. All the 
components for these two systems 
had to be found from items laying 
around a scrap (junk) yard, and had 
to be completed within a certain 
time period. Once completed and 
tested, the two teams, with Kirby 
and Bryant as their divers, had to 
locate, open and recover treasure 
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Bob Kirby traps young David Goulard in one of his Junk 
Yard Wars diving creations at the maritime museum. The 
victim survived. 
from two chests set at the bottom of the shark tank in an 
English aquarium. All jolly ripping stuff, what? and Bob's 
presentation about his trials, raw materials, the cheating, 
the fixing, and reason for his team's eventual loss to 
Bryant's team were presented pretty straight-faced, and 
with a tone of credibility. To add a further degree of re-
spect to the contest, Junk Yard Wars employs an on-site, 
on-camera expert who dispenses technical wisdom and 
opinions as the diving rigs are constructed. This episode 
was blessed by the appointment of HDS Canada's Phil 
Nuytten as the expert, and Kirby invited Phil to give an 
accounting of his experiences on the show. One of the 
highlights of these centered around Phil trying to run his 
business back in Vancouver from a hotel near the scrap 
yard that had no phone in the room and no public phone at 
the reception desk. The good news was that there was a 
pay phone a few blocks away which was easily located by 
the length of the line of teenage girls waiting to use it. 
Kirby closed by reminding attendees that a "proof of con-
cept" helmet for the show was at the maritime museum, 
along with various other local helmets. 
The final presentation of the day was a panel discus-
sion on Early Recreational Scuba Diving Equipment in 
North America. Consisting of members Nick !corn, Fred 
Roberts, Dick Anderson and Phil Nuytten, the panel was 
moderated by Leslie Leaney, and covered the period of 
the late 1940s and early 1950s. Each member recounted 
their entry into the recreational diving community, and 
recalled their first jobs and first dives. Roberts had made 
a helmet in 194 7 and in 1948 acquired a WWII surplus 
Mark V rig, all prior to acquiring his first Aqua-Lung. 
Santa Barbara 1\'Iaritime :Museum is pleased to he a sponsor 





Come discover the 
Santa Barbara Maritime 
Museum & Shop. 
Now open with interactive fun 
for the whole family. 
Santa Barbara 
Maritime Museum 
113 HARBOR WAY INFO: (805) 965-8864 WWW.SBMM.ORG 
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Nuytten opened up his first dive store in 1957 when he was 15 years old. 
Anderson started in 1950 when he got a job with Rene Bussoz in Rene's 
Sporting Goods, which spawned US Divers. Icorn got his first taste of 
diving in 1947, using a closed circuit system in the Marine Corps. By 
1953 he was at Scripps for the underwater instructors course. 
When asked who the most influential person in their early careers 
was, Icorn went for Conrad Limbaugh of Scripps, Anderson and Roberts 
both cited Rene Bussoz, while Nuytten selected Hans Hass, Jacques 
Cousteau and fellow Canadian Emile Gagnan. Nuytten has been research-
ing Gagnan for several years and brought along various patents showing 
the wide scope of Gagnan's engineering abilities. An article by Nuytten 
covering part of his research will appear in a future issue of this maga- Kent Rockwell and Fred Roberts 
zine. During the discussion, Anderson pulled out a bag of hand built with an early DIVAIR regulator 
prototype regulators dating back to his early days. At the close of the 
panel several attendees took photos of this unique group who represented part of the history of the very early days of 
recreational diving in North America. 
The evening's banquet was again held inside the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum, with its display of old helmets 
adding to the historical atmosphere of the gathering. Executive Director Ed Cassano welcomed everyone to the mu-
seum while HDS volunteers tried to accommodate a flurry of late arrivals, several of whom had been unfortunately 
unable to join the evening as the banquet was at full capacity. Phil Nuytten was this year's guest speaker and his 
legendary self-deprecating humor mixed with his expansive archive of images from countless commercial diving jobs 
inspired a constant raucous response from the guests. In fact, much of his super-swift presentation could not be heard 
above the laughter. Being the annual HDS banquet, other "unscheduled" speakers availed themselves of the opportu-
nity to share their thoughts with the guests, and these included senior divers Dick Anderson and Murray Black. 
The HDS-USA has a very close affiliation with the Museum of Diving in Espalion, France, and in response to 
their general request, member Bob Rusnak had donated some American regulators to them for display. The French had 
sent a plaque recognizing Bob's donation and this was presented to him at the banquet by Espalion's representative, 
Jill Leaney. At the end of the evening Ed Cassano noted, "We love hosting the HDS here at the Museum. They are the 
most unique group of people and provide us with the funnest night of the whole year!" 
The final event of the Rally took place on Sunday morning when the Central Coast Classic Equipment Diving 
Group and M.T.D. hosted a working equipment dive in front of the museum. As usual, a large group of spectators were 
present as members enjoyed a "dip" in an abalone rig, fed by a hand crank Siebe Gorman pump. Scrap Lundy, John 
Durham, Bob Kirby, Bob Christensen, Bill Huffman and several others were all on hand to help out or explain the 
operation to onlookers, as were members of the California Classic Equipment Divers from Los Angeles. 
The good fellowship of the Rally, with friends old and new, was a reminder to all the attendees that despite the 
recent dark days of September, Americans are still moving forward with their lives and supporting the things close to 
their hearts. In this, the HDS-USA is proud to be a part of diving's healing process. 
Bob Rusnack receives his plaque of appreciation from 
the Musee du Scaphandre's Jill Leaney 
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Phil Nuytten with not one, but two! 
DESCO Air Master regulators 
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In The Ne\\S 
DEEP IN THE PAST 
Member Sid Macken, the 2000 E.R. Cross Award, recipi-
ent, recently started a new diving history column in North 
West Diver. Titled "Deep In The Past," Sid's column will 
cover the people and events who have shaped North West 
American diving history. His first column appeared in the 
February 2002 issue of the magazine and covers the for-
mation of HDS and the role of the Society in promoting 
and preserving diving history on a national and interna-
tional scale. Also included are references to affiliates HDS 
Canada, the Museum of Man in the Sea, and rise of clas-
sic diving equipment groups. Sid notes that an opportu-
nity still exists to establish one in the north west region. 
Are there any takers out there? Well done Sid on again 
promoting regional diving history. 
DR. HUGH GREER 
Santa Barbara City College Marine Diving Technology 
Department (SBCC/MDT) has established an endowed 
scholarship for the diving and medical community to honor 
the memory of Dr. Greer, with his family's approval. The 
fund will live in perpetuity and will be awarded to Marine 
Diving Technology students who meet the academic and 
ethical criteria outlined by a scholarship committee. The 
scholarship will be entitled Dr. Hugh Greer Marine Tech-
nology Memorial Scholarship Foundation and contribu-
tions may be sent to Don Barthelmess at SBCC Marine 
Technology, 721 Cliff Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93109. 
Checks can be made payable to Foundation for SBCC -
Greer Scholarship. Dr. Greer was the Diver's Alert Net-
work south west Regional Co-ordinator from 1981 to 2001. 
To recognize Dr. Greer's significant contributions to div-
ing medicine and safety, DAN has funded a memorial flag 
pole and plaque commemorating his distinguished career 
of service to the world's diving community. The flag pole 
and plaque will be located at the entrance to the Santa 
Barbara City College Marine Technology Facility. Details 
of the unveiling ceremony were being finalized as we go 
to press and will appear on the SBCC/MDT web site at 
www.sbcc.net/academic/mdt and the HDS web site at 
www.hds.org. 
ANTffiES FILM FESTIVAL 
Although many shunned air travel in the last quarter of 
2001, several HDS members made the annual pilgrimage 
over to the Antibes Film Festival in late October. HDS 
Canada President Phil Nuytten, accompanied by wife 
Mary, was the Festival's President du Honor, and was a 
dramatic presence. His opening address, delivered in his 
truly unique style of French pronunciation and accent, drew 
an avalanche of complaints from the locals, forcing the 
French Cultural Police to forbid him from delivering any 
12 
further speeches in (Phil's style of) French. On the more 
positive side, it ensured that he would make his return 
flight on time as the police escorted him to the terminal to 
guarantee he left. (Well, not quite, but close) At least 
Canada won the Palmed' Or for Toothed Titans. HDS 
members Giancarlo and Letizia Bartoli, Jean-Michel 
Cousteau, Sammy Oziel, Jan de Groot, Ken and Sue 
Brown, and Manual Lazcano were among the overseas 
attendees. Albert Falco, Andre Laban, Andre Galeme, 
Christian Petron, Marcel Isy Schwart were all there but 
noticeable by their absence were Philippe Tailliez and 
Jacques Mayol. 
HDS DONATION 
The Society is grateful to receive a donation of USN Face-
plate Magazines from our Charter member William 
Milwee Jr. 
WYLAND AT DEMA 
Famed marine life artist Wyland has been appointed as 
the official artist for the DEMA Show 2002, to be held in 
Las Vegas, Nevada on October 22-25. Wyland's work as 
a painter, sculptor, writer, underwater photographer, and 
muralist is now seen by an estimated one billion people 
throughout the world every year. Wyland will work on a 
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HDS 6TH ANNUAL DIVE INTO HISTORY 
at 
WHALERS COVE, CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 
Vintage Scuba Divers Tie For First Prize 
Desco clamp. His 1953 Aqua 
Lung regulator with wet mouth-
piece was connected to a pair of 
1952 USN surplus oxygen tanks. 
The U.S. Divers post valves were 
cross connected with an early 
1950's pigtail manifold. For 
safety a C02 powered "Life 
Guard" hung below his white 
cotton duck weight belt. Mark's 
face plate was a mid 50's green 
Voit, and fins were brown gum-
rubber duck feet by 
Spearfisherman. 
On October 20th, 2001, the 
Historical Diving Society and the 
California State Reserve at Point 
Lobos presented the 6th annual 
"Dive into History." Several 
members from southern Califor-
nia made the trip up north to par-
ticipate in the vintage scuba gear 
diving contest, which was a new 
feature of the event. You needed 
to have classic scuba gear to en-
ter the contest and you had to get 
in the water and actually use vin-
tage diving gear if you wanted to 
win. The sun shown bright that 
morning and the water was a 
chilly 53 degrees, but visibility 
was great! This was the first time 
in six years that you could see 
more than a few feet. At several 
previous rallies a plankton bloom 
had made the water less than 
A prize pair. Mark Howell and Jacko Robinson 
dive it like it was. 
Jocko wore a 1959 DiveN' 
Surf wet suit. His 1951 Aqua 
Lung double hose regulator was 
connected to a pair ofWWII sur-
plus 0 2 tanks with a very inter-
esting home built manifold. 
Someone in the past did a great 
job fabricating a manifold from 
clear. The divers dressed-in and were aided by Ace Parnell 
and Kent Rockwell, who described the equipment each 
diver was using. Kent did a great job describing each piece 
of gear often making comparisons to its modem counter-
part. The event drew the local media who were busy shoot-
ing away with their cameras and video at the retro-divers. 
When the contest was over Mark Howell and Jocko 
Robinson of California Classic Equipment Divers ended 
up tied for first place. Mark wore a 1958 green Aquala 
dry suit with a front tunnel entry which was sealed with a 
Members at the Vintage Scuba display. 
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solid brass that still functions perfectly some 50 years later. 
His weight belt was from the mid-50's with the round steel 
weights, and the fins were from Italy circa 1951. They 
looked very similar to the black Owen Churchill fins the 
UDT used during World War II. Jocko's face plate was a 
black oval Sportsways from about 1960. 
After a short dive Mark and Jocko emerged from the 
water having proven that old diving gear with proper main-
tenance and care can be fun and educational to use. One 
of the most impressive features of the dive was the water 
integrity of Mark's Aquala suit. When the clamp was re-
moved and the tunnel opened, he was bone dry. The face 
gasket and the wrist seals were also dry. Not bad for a 
50's vintage dry suit. 
First prize was a mint, two volume set of Deep Div-
ing and Submarine Operations by Sir Robert H. Davis, 
also known among historians as "The Bible of Diving." 
After the morning's activities in Whalers Cove, divers and 
the other participants enjoyed a delicious Bar-B-Q of tri-
tip and chicken. This was a great way to spend a Saturday, 
diving and sharing stories of the early days, which to some 
of us seem like only yesterday. It's not only fun but also 
educational, and is exactly what belonging to the Histori-
cal Diving Society is all about. 




UNDERSEA AND HYPERBARIC MEDICAL SOCIETY 
ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING 
Hyatt Hotel, La Jolla, California 
JUNE 28-30th, 2002 
IN HONOR OF THE LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT 
of 
DR. CHRISTIAN J. LAMBERTSEN 
HDS Advisory Board Member 
Sponsored by 
The Undersea & Hyperbaric Medical Society 
JULY 1-2, 2002 
HYATT REGENCY HOTEL 
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 
Undersea & Hyperbaric Medical Society 
105 31 Metropolitan Avenue 




The world's leading manufacturer of diving helmets and 
full face masks and a proud founding member of 
The ffistorical Diving Society 
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USA 
Bernard Eaton, publisher of Britain's Underwater 
Contractor and Diver Magazine was appointed to the 
Advisory Board, joining his friend UK HDS President, 
Sir John Rawlins. Their fellow Brit. Les Ashton-Smith, 
formerly with the famed Siebe Gorman company, retired 
after serving six years. Our thanks to Les for some ster-
ling service in the formative years of the HDS-USA. Our 
Board of Directors was strengthened by the election of 
Houston-based Howie Doyle, who publishes the Associa-
tion of Diving Contractor International's Underwater 
Magazine. We warmly welcome both Bernard and Howie. 
Unfortunately Hans and Lotte Hass had to cancel their 
September visit to America where Hans was to receive 
the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Jackson Hole 
Wildlife Film Festival. One of Hans' colleagues, Dr. 
Koehler, accepted the award on his behalf. Jean-Michel 
Cousteau was the featured speaker at the Birmingham, 
England, Dive Show in October, and our Chairman Lee 
Selisky was also present as the guest of the UK HDS. 
Following the success of the International HDS booth at 
DEMA, the UK had invited HDS-USA to participate in 
their booth at Birmingham. The two Societies are build-
ing upon this growing international harmony, and we have 
invited the UK to join the HDS booth at Underwater In-
tervention 2002, in New Orleans, as well as the Interna-
tional HDS booth at DEMA, later this year. Shortly after 
Lee's visit, Leslie Leaney attended the UK conference in 
Liverpool with HDS Mexico's President Manual Lazcano. 
Andre Galerne was one of the Conference speakers and 
Historical Diver sponsors Giancarlo and Letizia Bartoli of 
Proteco Sub display the three models of the Galeazzi helmets 
at their company booth in Antibes. 
also received the UK's Reg Vallintine Award for his con-
tributions to diving. 
The Society continues to be involved in supporting 
the promotion of diving history in many forms. Several 
members assisted in the recent History Channel program, 
"Dangerous Missions: Deep Sea Divers," and the "Scien-
tific American Frontiers" program with Bob Ballard that 
airs later this year. Torrance Parker is enlisting support 
from members in completing the new diving exhibit at 
the Los Angeles Maritime Museum, which promises to be 
quite special. The Santa Barbara Maritime Museum's 
Executive Director, Ed Cassano, and the Society worked 
closely together on the 60th Anniversary of Pearl Harbor 
Remembrance service, held on the forecourt of the mu-
seum. After the official ceremony, which included a fly 
past of WWII vintage aircraft, numerous attendees, in-
cluding several Pearl Harbor survivors, attended a mu-
seum presentation in the Munger Theater. The HDS pre-
sented footage of divers working at Pearl Harbor in the 
aftermath of the attack and an overview of the salvage 
effort. HDS member Chris Roper followed with recent 
underwater video footage from inside the wreck of the 
USS ARIZONA, which he had shot for National Geographic 
using one of the Roper Resources ROVs. Many of the 
Pearl Harbor survivors were quite surprised to see the Ari-
zona again after 60 years and they began to recall their 
personal stories. The HDS also provided an array of dif-
ferent kinds of diving masks used during the rescue and 
salvage operations that remains on temporary display. 
Society Founding Benefactor's Ken and Sue Brown of Frank's 
Fisherman's Supply in San Francisco visit with former 
Calypso chief engineer and underwater artist, Andre Laban 
(center), at Antibes. 
340 S KELLOGG AVE STE E, GOLETA, CA. 93117 U.S.A. 
PHONE: 805-692-0072 FAX: 805-692-0042 e-mail: HDS®HDS.ORG or HTTP://www.hds.org/ 
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OUR WORLD 
U n DLRWftTLR 
April 26, 27 & 28, 2002 
Our World-Underwater is moving into our 32nd YEAR. 
From a small dive show in downtown Chicago to NOW, 
the largest continuous running show in North America, 
we are very proud of our progress over the last 32 years. 
HDS Booth 
http://ourworldunderwater.com 
EMail: info@ ourworldunderwater.com 
Messages and faxes: (708) 403-5447 
Donald E. Stephens 
Convention Center 
5555 N. River Road 
Rosemont, IL 60018 
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The later part of 2001 saw a few 
events taking place, all in NSW. The 
expected Annual Rally that was post-
poned will be rescheduled, we hope, 
for the first half of 2002. On Satur-
day 17th November, members had 
the opportunity to host Phil and Mary 
Nuytten (HDS Canada) along with 
HDS USA President Leslie Leaney 
for lunch at the Tower Restaurant, 
Centrepoint Sydney. 18 members 
from South Australia, Victoria and 
NSW, all took advantage of this great 
chance to meet some friends from 
overseas. 
A casual lunch with plenty of 
time to sit and chat was the order of 
the day. There were cameras snap-
ping and the great view was ex-
plained to our overseas visitors by 
Members of HDS SEAP, USA and Canada at the Tower Restaurant reception in Sydney 
some justly proud "Sydneysiders." Yet another great in-
tangible side benefit of being a HDS SEAP member. 
Unfortunately Dr. Sylvia Earle, Jean-Michel Cousteau 
and Nan Marr had to change their travel plans which pre-
vented them attending the lunch, and they sent their apolo-
gies. 
The chance to meet these visitors was due to the gen-
erosity of HDS SEAP member Barry Andrewatha, mak-
ing his guests available. It is worthy to make the point 
that all Barry's overseas guests have a strong association 
with diving history, and all are members of the HDS USA 
Advisory Board. Overseas guests, Jean-Michel Cousteau, 
Dr Sylvia Earle, Dr Phil Nuytten and Australian based, 
international diving identities, Ron and Valerie Taylor, 
were in town for "2001 An Ocean Odyssey" which was 
presented to a sold-out audience of 1,000 divers from all 
over Australia and NZ. 
Dr Nuytten shared some home movies and a cosy chat 
with the audience. It was a snapshot of over 50 years of 
diving, some great history of Candive, Oceaneering and 
other pivotal diving companies from the early mixed gas, 
bounce and saturation diving era. This led on to 1 AT suits 
and their history and development, all the way through to 
the "Sports-car of the Sea," the Deep worker submersibles 
that Nuytco has recently developed. 
Dr Sylvia Earle, Explorer in Residence with National 
Geographic, was referred to by her long time friend, Phil 
Nuytten as "Her Deepness." Sylvia told her personal tale 
of working to protect the world's oceans and her quest to 
see as much of that ocean as possible, not just the top 60 
metres (200 feet) or so. And so this tale included the deep 
ocean and its exploration craft, the deep submersible. 
Jean-Michel Cousteau provided a deep sense of love 
of the ocean and the obvious love and respect and fond 
memories of exploring this ocean with his father and the 
others who made up the "Cousteau-Calypso Family" that 
he grew up with. 
Among this stellar cast of great diving personalities 
and their wonderful presentations, it is hard to pick a high 
point of the evening. But the image of Jean-Michel stand-
ing at the podium, casually narrating the fantastic silent 
footage of a Great White Shark was quite spellbinding. 
He is free diving in open water, with no cage, and grasps 
a large Great White Shark by the dorsal fin and is towed 
along underwater for a free ride! I think that was the most 
remarkable bit of underwater film I have ever seen. It re-
ally was something quite special. 
The event sponsors generously allowed the HDS 
SEAP to put on a display in the foyer, and our team did 
brisk business in Mark V fund raiser tickets and member-
ship inquiries. 
Anyone attending theADEX Dive Show in Singapore 
in May and wishing to assist the HDS at their booth, please 
get in touch with the HDS SEAP office. 
Bob Ramsay 
PO BOX 2064, Nonnanville, 5204 South Australia, Australia, www.netspace.net.au/-oceans!divehist.html 
Phone +61 8 8558 2970 Fax +61 8 8558 3490 Email: bramsay1 @ozemail.com.au 
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• More Than 200 Dive Related Exhibits 
• Food and Beverage Vendors 
• Live Music and Free Seminars 
• Over $20,000 in Prizes and Raffles 
• SCUBA & Snorkeling Introduction 
• Underwater Music Festival 
• Shore Diving off the Beach 
• Underwater Treasure Hunt 
• Technical Diving Demonstrations 
HDSBooth 
with the 
Treasure Coast WEG 
• A Portion of Proceeds Benefit Numerous Ocean related non-profit organizations 
Ocean Fest is a production of 
Neal Watson's Undersea Adventures 




Supporting the work of the Historical Diving Society 
Telephone: 781-871-7772 or 781-871-7764 
Toll-Free: 1-877-87-MORSE (66773) 
Fax: 781-871-9395 
www.morsediving.com - Email: morse@channell.com 
199 Weymouth St., Rockland, Mass 02370 
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241A East 1st Street Rear 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1B4 
Tel: 604-980-6262 Fax: 604-980-6236 e-mail: nrl@direct.ca 
As you will read elsewhere in this magazine, 
November 2001 was a busy month for many HDS mem-
bers, and HDS-Canada was no exception. It was a plea-
sure for representatives from HDS-Canada to meet again 
with other international HDS members from Italy, USA, 
and UK at the Festival of Underwater Images in Antibes, 
France, during the period of October 31st to November 
4th. Canada was the honored nation of2001, and, fittingly, 
Canadian film-maker Adam Ravetch was awarded the 
"Palme d'or," the festival's top award, for his documen-
tary work on life above and below the ice-covered Cana-
dian Arctic. 
From Antibes it was off to Sydney, Australia, for Barry 
Andrewartha's "Ocean Odyssey 2001 ," held 
November 16, 2001. It was a terrific evening and a sold-
out house, with guest speakers including Jean-Michel 
Cousteau, Sylvia Earle, Phil Nuytten, and Ron and Valerie 
Taylor, all hosted by Reg Lipson. The next day was just as 
good, as Historical Diving Society - South East Asia 
Pacific was the gracious host to HDS-Canada and HDS-
USA at a luncheon in a revolving restaurant high above 
Sydney. HDS-SEAP's Bob Ramsay and show organizer 
Barry Andrewartha, and their gang of enthusiastic Ozzies 
were as warm and friendly as it is possible to be, and made 
their North American guests feel right at home, 
down under. 
How would you like to find this beauty in a Paris flea-market? A 
"CG-45," the earliest of the production SCUBA regulators based 
on the Cousteau-Gagnan system. Although the name "CG-45" 
derives from "Cousteau-Gagnan 1945" these regulators were 
actually introduced in I 946. From the Rousseau collection. 
From Australia it was back to France, to Paris, for 
the"Festival du Film, Jules Verne" held from the 22nd to 
28th of November, 2001. While in Paris, HDS-Canada 
representatives were hosted by French diving historian 
Philippe Rousseau, and received the same sort of warm 
friendship and open-arm welcome as they had the week 
before in Australia. Rousseau is a meticulous researcher, 
well-known for his many papers and articles on early 
French developments in equipment and 
Philippe Rousseau, expert on French diving history, antiquarian book collector, 
author, lecturer and one of France's lights in historical diving circles. Mr. 
Rousseau was a charming host to HDS-Canada in Paris, November, 2001. 
techniques. He is an incredible source 
of information, through his enormous 
underwater library, detailed files, and 
most impressive collection of early 
gear. On top of all of this he is enthusi-
astic, and anxious to share his knowl-
edge and learn about historic develop-
ments in other countries through asso-
ciation with international HDS groups. 
These valuable exchanges of informa-
tion make the sort of detailed histori-
cal research that you see in Historical 
Diver possible, and are the meat and 
bones work of Historical Diving Soci-
eties around the world. After all, as was 
said at the Antibes festival, "Dans 
!'universe sous marin, nous faisons 
tous partie d'une meme famille." (In 
the undersea world, we are all 
one family). 
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Adventure Sports and Travel Expo 
June 8 & 9, 2002 
Reliant Arena 





P.O. Box 3753 
Houston, TX 77253-3753 
(713) 467-6675 
http://seaspace.org/ 




June 5-8, 2002 
Radisson Hotel, Santa Barbara CA. 
Technical Sessions at the Radisson Pool and at Santa 
Barbara City College Marine Technology facility 
All day Exhibits 
For information contact: KirbyMorganDSI@aol.com 
or call M-F 9am till4pm Pacific 805-965-8538 
For room reservations contact the Radison at l-800-643-1994. 
Cut off dates for conference room rates is April 30, 2002. 
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GERMANY 
Broichbachtal34, D-52134 Herzogenrath N W, Germany 
Tel. 011-49-2406-929-330 Fax. 011-49-2406-929-331 
www.historical-di ving.de 
A "Klingert" Dives Again 
Friedrich Roegner from Ludwigsfelde in Germany is a keen mechanic and dive-historian, who over recent years 
has reproduced several old open diving helmets from drawings and descriptions. He does this for fun and for his 
private collection. His latest 1:1 replica is a complete, original Klingert diving suit. The Breslau mechanic Karl Heinrich 
Klingert invented this suit in 1797 and his assistant made several dives in the river Oder near Breslau with it. Klingert 
is well-known because his invention was written about in many books of his time. 
Roegner added to Klingert's original suit an additional bellows and made a test dive with his replica. It worked! 
On 6th October 2001 he submerged in the "Sperrenberger Gipsbruch" near his hometown. Friedrich went down 3 
meters, but only stayed around 5 minutes because the equipment's hoses were too short and the water was too cold for 
a prolonged submersion. He plans to repeat the experiment this summer. His contact address is: Friedrich Roegner, 
Erich-Weinert-Strasse 27, D-14974 Ludwigsfelde, Germany. 
Michael Jung 
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New Product 
HDS-USA TURTLE NECK 
100% cotton Turtle Neck in red or black with gold embroidered HDS-USA 
helmet and Education Through Preservation logo. Comes with ribbed collar 
and cuffs for snug fit. XL and L only. State color preference. $30 plus $4 
domestic p&p, CA res. add 7.75% sales tax. Contact HDS office for overseas 
p&p rates. 
22 
lOTH ANNIVERSARY T-SHIRT 
HDS-USA 1992-2002 lOth Anniversary T-Shirt. Half size A. Siebe helmet in 
copper and brass tones on the back of a 100% cotton pre-shrunk, USA made, 
Maxweight T shirt in BLACK, with ribbed neck for snug fit. Smaller A. Siebe 
in copper and brass tones on left breast with "lOth Anniversary 1992- 2002" in 
fire red below it. Sizes XXL, XL, L, M. $15 plus $4 p&p, CARes add 7.75% 
sales tax. Contact HDS office for overseas p&p rates. 
TM 
Protect the ocean and you protect yourself 
Ocean Futures 
is proud to support 
The Historical Diving Society 
Please check us out at 
WWW .oceanfutures.com 
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ffistorlcal Diving Society Mexico 
Bosque de Ciruelos #190-601B, Basques de las Lomas CP 11700, Mexico D.F. 
Jean-Michel Cousteau represents the Environment 
at the Winter Olympics. 
L toR. HDS member Jean-Michel Cousteau, with Jean-Claude Kilty, Kazuyoshi Funaki, Lech Walesa, 
Stephen Spielberg, Cathy Freeman, Archbishop Desmond Tutu and former Senator John Glenn carry 
the Olympic flag into Rice-Eccles Olympic Stadium at the opening ceremony on February 8, 2002. 
©2002 Kevork Djansezian 
HDS Mexico was very happy to attend the HDS meeting in Liverpool, England and the gathering at the Antibes 
Film Festival in France. We hope to see some of our new Euro friends here at one of the HDS Mexico meetings. 
We would like to remember in this issue that our friend Jean-Michel Cousteau was selected by the Olympic 
Committee to carry the Olympic flag in the Opening Ceremony of the Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
USA. Jean-Michel was the person we chose to give the presentation at the launch ofHDS Mexico, and he has been a 
strong supporter of the environmental movements here in Mexico. In particular, he was successful in persuading the 
government not to allow the giant Japanese company Mitsubishi to build a facility on the shores of the lagoon where 
the California Gray whale comes to breed. 
Jean-Michel was one of eight internationally known figures who carried the flag into the stadium. He was there to 
represent the Environment and fellow Frenchman Jean-Claude Killy represented Sports. Movie director Stephen 
Spielberg represented the Arts. The other five flag carriers represented the five continents of the Olympics. Arch-
bishop Desmond Tutu, who helped end apartheid in his country represented Africa. Lech Walesa, who went on strike 
at his ship yard in Poland and ended up winning independence for that country, represented Europe. Former U.S. 
Senator and Mercury astronaut John Glenn, who at the age of 77 again went into space on the shuttle, represented the 
Americas. Kazuyoshi Funaki, the Japanese World Champion skier, represented Asia, and Cathy Freeman, the 2000 
Olympic Gold medalist, represented Australia. 
HDS Mexico congratulates our amigo Jean-Michel for being selected to represent the Environment of the world. 
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THE Diving Event of the Year!™ June 29-30, 2002 
Long Beach Convention 
Center, 
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Long Beach, CA 
SCUBA Show 2002 is a production of Saint Brendan Corp. 
P.O. Box 11231, Torrance, CA 90510 (310) 792-2333 • FAX (310) 792-2336 
EMAIL: mail @saintbrendan.com 
www.saintbrendan.com 
© Copyright 2002, Saint Brendan Corporation, All Rights ReservedTHE Diving Event of the Year!™ 
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is managed by M. Letizia Galeazzi, the grand-
daughter of the ''THE MAG/CAN OF THE 
DEPTH" and today as yesterday we continue 
to manufacture and repair the diver's helmet 
equipment, with the antique handcraft tech-
niques. 
Proudly supporting the 
Historical Diving Society 
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Dr. A. Sledkov, Director 
Gagarina Prospect 67, SPb 
Russia 196143 
sledkov @mail.admiral.ru 
The Resting Places of the Orbeli Family 
Ruben Orbeli 
(Photo 1) HDS Russia's Alexander Sledkov at the graves of 
Leon (l) andlosif(r) Orbeli inBogoslovskoe cemetery, in Saint 
Petersburg, Russia. The Military-Medical Academy for military 
physicians is located in the same grounds. There is a section 
of the cemetery where the graves of famous military and civil 
physicians who were post-graduates of the academy are laid 
to rest. los if Orbeli was not a graduate and his presence is a 
rare exception. The grave of Ruben Orbeli, in Moscow's Armenian cemetery 
HDS Russia is pleased to have Historical Diver Magazine become the official magazine of our Society. We hope 
to have much translated material to inform the English speaking readers of our long diving history, and hope to meet 
many HDS members in the future years. Jean-Michel Cousteau and Jim Cunningham from HDS-USA were both in St. 
Petersburg last year, but we only managed to meet Jim. 
In the Summer 2000 issue we reported that we have an agreement with the descendants of Ruben Orbeli to use his 
name in connection with HDS Russia. In the winter 2000 issue we tell a little of why Orbeli is so important to Russian 
history. Since that time we have searched and located the burial sites of Ruben and his family and supply the photo-
graphs here. And no, these are not the monuments of Vladimir Lenin (I) and Karl Marx (r)! in photo 1. 
Georgy Rogachev, senior scientific worker of the Central Navy Museum, and I have sent some documents about 
equipment with Jim for use in the HDS Russia page and we are still working on various translations for our journal. 
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THE NIKONOS STORY 
Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter, the Forgotten Inventor of the Nikonos 
by John Neuschwander 
I have smoothed the 
path, now it will be up to 
others to follow it and 
reach the end. 
Louis Boutan (1900) 
tives which had incited 
him to the development of 
this unique camera. "Ex-
perts in photography 
might be interested in 
what demands I made as 
to the development of the 
Calypso Phot..." 
The Nikonos is un-
doubtedly the most suc-
cessful underwater camera, 
and for the last forty years 
it has been used by hun-
dreds of thousands of 
divers in a design that has 
basically remained unal-
tered. The Calypso Phot is 
a camera that was con-
structed in the 1950s for 
Jacques-Yves Cousteau's 
Calypso Phot and original packaging 
(photo by John Neuschwander) 
Once de Wouters had 
development underway he 
encountered a commercial 
problem. "Later, when I 
started working for La 
Spirotechnique, commer-
cial considerations 
changed the course of my 
research. In order to be 
able to make an underwa-
company, La Spirotechnique, and is the predecessor of 
the Nikonos. The mind behind this successful camera was 
the Belgian inventor Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter, a for-
gotten and spumed genius. This is his story. 
Origins and Development 
During an expedition at the beginning of the 1950s 
two European divers sat on the shore of the Red Sea dis-
cussing the future of diving. They were Jacques-Yves 
Cousteau and Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter, and their con-
versation included the development of a small, handy un-
derwater 35mm camera. Jean de Wouters had examined 
the possibilities of building a ste-
reo underwater camera in 1948 
while on the French Cote d' Azur. 
In the years after World War II he 
had specialized in taking stereo 
pictures. One year later he tested 
his camera, which surpassed all ex-
pectations. The three-dimensional 
underwater world lent itself per-
fectly for stereo pictures. They 
were even better than the ones 
taken in the world above the sur-
face of the water! In a report that 
had never been published before, 
de Wouters wrote, " ... with this pro-
totype, the only one of its kind as far as I know, I was 
fortunate to take part in the first CALYPSO expeditions in 
Corsica and the Red Sea ... " (See The E.R. Cross Files, 
HDM #29- Editor) 
Jean de Wouters records his remarks about the Ca-
lypso Phot in this report, and also sheds light on the mo-
26 
ter camera at a reasonable price it must be manufactured 
in large quantities. The market, however, is rather small. 
Therefore, the camera was also to be used above water. It 
had to be resistant against snow, sand, rain, etc. The use 
of such an amphibious camera was clear. La 
Spirotechnique ordered me to make one of the best French 
photo cameras of that time watertight. After a three months' 
study I concluded that it did not work, but that it would be 
possible to gain good results with a completely new con-
cept regarding the water tightness of a camera. La 
Spirotechnique gave me a free hand to develop a proto-
type. In early 1956 I set to work. 
Unfortunately, because of sales 
and technical reasons, the stereo-
concept had to be abandoned, as 
well as an attractive entirely 
pneumatic device, the develop-
ment of which might have been 
beyond our scope. In the end I 
opted for some solutions, which 
after many hours of work had 
been divested from all their com-
plexities ... " 
Jean de Wouters continues 
his story with an enumeration of 
the main ideas. "Above all the 
camera had to be simple and strong. It would be without a 
central shutter. The number of handles that had to be run 
through the watertight housing and be insensitive to pres-
sure, would have to be restricted to a bare minimum. The 
camera would not be bigger than an ordinary one and 
should have an attractive outward appearance, which is 
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also to be retained after having been in the water many 
times. The camera is to be fit for use under water (short 
focus) and also for in the mountains (long focus). In prin-
ciple, automatic operation must be possible! And, what is 
more, it must be available at a reasonable price! 
"Demands like the ones above are often contradic-
tory. Therefore, a compromise is needed that is mainly 
dependent on the use of the appliance. Before commenc-
ing this study I had asked the members of the photo club 
to define the ideal camera. The result was a disaster. Each 
of them wanted something quite different and if I had 
wanted to grant all their wishes we would have arrived at 
a concept that no one would have been able to afford. The 
compromise which I finally arrived at has led to the only 
amphibious camera existing so far. For experts I have in-
cluded some additional information on the original mecha-
nisms of the Calypso Phot." 
Calypso Phot Components 
The shutter. A central shutter is too vulnerable to cor-
rosion. Existing focal plane shutters are too vulnerable to 
moisture (in those days they were still made from textile!) 
Therefore, I opted for two metal lamellae forming a focal 
plane shutter. 
The timer. The lamellae of the focal plane shutter are 
positioned by a mechanism that resembles the balance of 
an alarm clock with a supple transition from 1130 to 
111000 second. The latter time is not so much for use un-
der water, but it is useful for sports pictures on land. 
The film transport system. I have noticed that with 
standard 35mm cameras, film often ruptures or tearing 
occurs in the perforation. This is less due to the cameras 
than to the so-called standard measurements of the film 
cassettes, which causes highly varying resistances. There-
fore, I have desisted from transport by means of cogs in 
the film perforation and have opted for the usual system 
of rolling the film on one axle. An additional advantage is 
that it saves room. A feeler, consisting of one single mov-
ing part, measures the increasing diameter of the film on 
the winder and when winding the film it compensates to 
such an extent that from beginning to end the film is con-
tinuously transported equally. Owing to this, rewinding is 
possible without a de-locking device. Another watertight 
connection gone! 
Applying the object-lens. Great modifications are es-
sential as regards the existing models. Everybody han-
dling a Calypso Phot is struck by these modifications at 
The Prototype Camera: Spiro etange (Series Number 2) 
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d'Oplinter (No. 1.179.442, dated 
June 17, 1957). Since the design of 
the camera offered a high degree of 
resistance against cold, heat, sand and 
water, it was also nicknamed the 
'Jeep Photographique' and it was the 
predecessor of the 'All-weather cam-
era,' which is widely popular nowa-
days. 
once . The first thing is the watertight 
front glass, with the indicators for dis-
tance and focusing behind it. In ad-
dition there is the depth offield indi-
cator, which is so logical that any-
one could operate the camera within 
a couple of minutes. When diving 
with a mask, the use of a reflex or 
telemeter would be impossible. Be-
sides, the first would only indicate the 
depth of field, whereas the second 
only the plane of focusing. The inte-
grated information of the Calypso 
Phot shows both at one glance. 
The housing. In order to resist the Jean de Wouters behind his desk in France 
The Calypso Phot body was cov-
ered with a grey 'artificial sealskin' 
and was manufactured in France un-
til1963. That year La Spirotechnique 
sold the patent to the Japanese cam-
era giant Nikon. Jean de Wouters 
pressure well, the watertight housing had to be as small as 
possible. The pressures of indentation and deformation 
are reduced commensurate with the measurements. Still 
it is necessary to conform the object-lens to the housing 
of the film. Besides, it has to be mechanically indepen-
dent of the surroundings, so that the focal distance remains 
unaltered, even in case of deformation of the housing. The 
friction of the seals should not hinder the opening of the 
housing. The small levers connected to the carrying strap 
have been designed for this purpose. Now that the Ca-
lypso Phot is here it seems totally natural to go under wa-
ter with an unprotected camera. This pleases me. But, it 
must be remembered that this camera is an outstanding 
achievement and it can be successfully used time and time 
again. However, it requires care and expertise, both be-
fore and after a dive! After all, sea water is an extremely 
hostile environment for any mechanism. All divers are 
aware of this and they will do anything to derive as much 
satisfaction as possible from their equip-
ment. .. " 
went to Japan for nearly two years 
and with his assistance, Nikon improved the camera. They 
renamed it Calypso-Nikkor for the European market and 
Nikonos ( 1) for the American market. This was the begin-
ning of a success story. 
Family and Aviation 
Occasionally the name of Jean de Wouters is men-
tioned in an article on the invention of the Nikonos. The 
only thing most people know is that he was a Belgian, but 
who actually was Jean de Wouters? His nephew Bruno de 
Wouters, who himself was a jet pilot with the Belgian Air 
Force, has made a study of the family history and the avia-
tion period of his uncle, and I have gratefully availed my-
self of his research. 
Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter, as his full name runs, was 
born in Brussels, Belgium, on January 27, 1905 as one of 
twins. His twin sister was called Isabelle. His mother was 
Marie de Vaux (1871-1926) and his father was Baron 
Femand de Wouters d'Oplinter (1868-
1942), then Chancellor of the Exchequer 
in the Belgian cabinet. Jean and Isabelle 
were the two youngest children out of a 
total number of five, Jean having another 
two sisters Jose and Helene and a brother 
Charles-Albert. The family lived in a 
large mansion in the Rue du Commerce 
in Brussels. As Jean was of noble de-
scent he bore the title of knight ( cheva-
lier), and it soon became clear that Jean 
was an extremely intelligent child. At 
the age of 13 during the dark days of 
World War I he developed a crystal wire-
less. From 1925 to 1926 he spent his 
compulsory military service with the Ar-
tillery in Brasschaat and rose to the rank 
of lieutenant. The then budding field of 
aviation strongly influenced his life. De-
The beginning of a success story 
This new innovative camera was 
put on the market by La Spirotechnique. 
The prototype of the camera was called 
"Spiro etanche" (Spiro watertight). But 
finally they selected the name Calypso 
Phot, named after Cousteau's the expe-
dition ship CALYPSO. On January 27, 
1960, at 15.20 hours a patent on theCa-
lypso Phot was accorded in Paris to La 
Spirotechnique under Brevet 
d'Invention no. 1.255.466 (Classifica-
tion Intemationale G 03 b). The draw-
ings added are part of this application 
for patent. The patent on the object-lens 
Berthiot-Flor f 3,5/35mm with the dis-
tance and depth of field scales still in 
use, being part of this camera, is regis-
tered in the name of Jean de Wouters 
A younger Jean de Wouters with an spite the fact that he was not an engi-
amphora in the South of France. neer (he had obtained a degree in eco-
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nomics) and that he had never studied mathematics, he 
was later capable of making the most intricate mathemati-
cal calculations for his airplane designs and of putting them 
into practice. He ranked among the first glider instructors 
of pre-war Belgium. In 1938 a Louis de San wrote in an 
article on Belgian aviation: 'Je me souviens comme d'hier 
demon premier moniteur, le chevalier Jean de Wouters 
d'Oplinter...'('I remember like yesterday my first instruc-
tor, Sir Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter .. .'). 
He designed and built many aeroplanes, among which 
was the 00-ARA, which was never finished. By 1938 he 
worked for a Mr. Tips and built several Tipsy aeroplanes. 
In 1938 he built the Oplinter W 4, a plane of his own de-
sign with an 80 hp engine, which had already undergone 
various trial flights. One of his aeroplanes is displayed in 
a Belgian aeroplane museum. 
Before the outbreak of World War II he designed 
sloping wings, which allowed an aeroplane to drop bombs 
vertically during a dive. This enabled the possibility of a 
precision bombardment. In an act of patriotism he offered 
the design to the War Office in Belgium, but the officials 
could not find any use for the design. In 1936, however, 
this design was stolen by the secret service of the Nazis, 
and it later emerged on the very successfully Stuka dive 
bomber! 
Cousteau and the South of France 
After World War II Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter was a 
very disillusioned man and he no longer wanted anything 
to do with aviation. At the age of forty he left for the south 
of France as Jean de Wouters. In St. Paul de Vence (near 
Nice) he bought a house and a Citroen van, which he re-
constructed into one of the first mobile-homes. Later he 
even built a kind of garage/shed around it, for he did not 
drive his van anyway! During study-meetings of the 
"Theilhard de Chardin" philosophy, he met the mother of 
Pierre-Paul Mathieu and had a longtime relationship with 
her. Pierre-Paul Mathieu de Wespin was only 6 or 7 years 
old at the time and he can still remember certain things 
about Jean de Wouters "In his house in the south of France 
the machines stood among the furniture and the lathe and 
drilling-machine were next to the dining-room table. He 
never cleared up his home and the floor was always cov-
ered with metal chips. The house always smelled of ma-
chine oil. Jean de Wouters was a very solitary person. He 
did not feel any need of relationships, and had severed his 
family ties. He thought the people around him far more 
important. Still he befriended many famous artists, one of 
them being Pablo Picasso, who called him 'l'inventeur.' 
Once his father said about him: 'He was always to be able 
to provide for himself, but was never to earn enough to 
butter his bread.' Another pronouncement of his father's 
was: 'He stood with his feet in the water and his head in 
the clouds,' hereby referring to his love for aviation and 
watersports .. .' 
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Jean de Wouters behind the steering wheel of the Calypso. 
de Wouters had a strong predilection for watersports, 
which was one of the reasons he had moved to the south 
of France. He had a sailing-boat in Nice harbor. It had 
been constructed in such a way that he was the only per-
son who could sail her. de Wouters was also very keen on 
underwater archeology. In order to be able to put his in-
terest to practical use, he developed a breathing apparatus 
during the postwar years with which he could dive. How-
ever, this breathing apparatus was not perfect and it al-
ways ceased working at a depth of forty metres. He could 
regularly be found in Nice harbor and one day he came 
into contact with Jacques-Yves Cousteau, whose new ship, 
CALYPso, also had Nice for a home port. Cousteau was 
very interested in the aqualung type device which Jean de 
Wouters had invented and asked him to work on the 
Cousteau-Gagnan aqualung. Jean de Wouters added some 
improvements and thus the collaboration between 
Cousteau and de Wouters came into existence. Jean de 
Wouters started working for Cousteau as a technician. He 
designed the underwater scooter and the submarine LA 
SoucouPE, which was so successfully operated during the 
many Cousteau expeditions. After about 5 or 6 years he 
left Cousteau and his place was taken by Andre Laban. 
La Spirotechnique 
de Wouters then started working for La Spirotechnique 
(Cousteau's business) on the development of the Calypso 
Phot. Raymond Deloire, former manager of the depart-
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ment of Military Diving of La 
Spirotechnique can still recall Jean 
de Wouters. "Thirty years later, a 
n·emory, a tribute .. .' 
"Jean de Wouters was a genius 
and a person who always kept him-
self to himself, who had an open 
mind for life. Because of this he 
was an example, if not an exem-
plary person, for I associated with 
him, but I did not know him really 
well after all. For me, a young en-
gineer with La Spirotechnique, he 
was the master because of his de-
votion and his smile. I still see him 
putting learned formulas on paper, 
for he constructed nothing and pro-
duced nothing on his prototype 
lathe without having figured it out 
painstakingly first. 
"Some people possess a halo: Jean de Wouters with his camera. 
was constructed for a diver's hand 
and the well understood attitude 
of the diver. When hanging down 
from the neck and wearing gloves 
even then the camera could be op-
erated faster and with precision. 
Is not that the work of a genius? 
My Calypso Phot has never leaked 
and it has recorded my most beau-
tiful diving memories. How is it 
that thirty years later the eyes and 
the smile of this man are still so 
vivid in my mind? According to 
me he had a pure heart and a pas-
sion. He lived in a mobile home, 
often close to his office in the Rue 
Trebois which at the same time 
was his prototype workshop. La 
Spirotechnique, de Rue Trebois, 
was for me the first years of a 
Spirotechnique-cradle, for all the 
Jean de Wouters was one of them. 
He was possessed by the passion of inventing ... and what 
an inventor! Daring to use an 0-ring in an oval bearing in 
an era when others built the first cameras with flat seals 
and winged nuts ... 
"The object-lens of the Calypso Phot and its handling 
inventions of those days were un-
der the supervision of the great Emile Gagnan. For me it 
was Jean de Wouters, who threaded his way from concept 
to prototype, who without knowing, also shed light on my 
path ... ' 
During this same period de Wouters had worked on 
Proudly supporting the Historical Diving Society 
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an automatic photo camera. 
He was far ahead of his time 
and had the vision that in the 
future only automatic cam-
eras would be used. The 
greatest problems, which 
were unsolvable at that time, 
were caused by the continu-
ously varying temperatures. 
This sometimes prevented the 
automatic part from function-
ing well. After Nikon took 
over the Calypso Phot, Jean 
de Wouters worked for them 
and continued trying to de-
Widow Rosemarie de Wouters and nephew Bruno 
de Wouters with the Calypso Phot and 
Nikonos V. (photo by John Neuschwander.) 
velop his automatic camera further. Unfortunately all his papers and drawings 
were eventually stolen from his hotel room! In the end this camera was never 
built! 
Back in Europe he worked on decreasing the air resistance of racing bikes 
Jean de Wouters at 60. 
and also on turbo sailing for cargo-ships. (He based this on the same principle used in aviation, for he apparently could 
not abandon that period of his life completely.) By sheer coincidence Cousteau later applied the principle of turbo 
sailing for the construction of the Alcyone. 
The third period in Jean de Wouters's life was devoted to philosophy. He was hard of hearing and suffered from 
high blood pressure, which caused his hands to tremble so much that he could hardly work. During one of his philo-
sophical study trips he met Rosemarie Couvreur, a professor of mathematics from Brussels, whom after seven years he 
finally married at the age of 68. In the end this solitary character had found his partner. The newly-married couple left 
for Rome on their honeymoon, where unfortunately de Wouters died. He passed away during Easter, on April 22, 
1973. He was buried in the family grave in the village of Oplinter, near Hasselt in Belgium. 
Since de Wouters' death Nikon has produced the fifth version Nikonos, the Nikonos RS -a partially automatic 
Single Reflex/Autofocus camera, which in my opinion satisfies the demands of Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter automatic 
camera. His dream finally came true ... 
Calypso Phot and Nikonos RS 
(photo by John Neuschwander) 
The Author: John Neuschwander is the editor-in-chief of 
DU/KEN magazine of Holland. www.DUIKEN.nl 
Gratitude is due to Marc Jasinski, Bruno de Wouters, Pierre-Paul Mathieu de Wespin, Raymond Deloire, Philippe 
Louis Joseph Dogue, Steven Weinberg, Just de Jong, Vic Verlinden and Frank de Bode for their assistance in recon-
structing the life and work of Jean de Wouters d'Oplinter. 
All photos unless otherwise noted are from the archives of John Neuschwander. 
Translated in English by Louis G. Robberecht. Minor editing by Leslie Leaney for Historical Diver Magazine. 
© 2002 by John Neuschwander, all rights reserved). 
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VOICES FROM THE DEEP 
By 
An Interview with John I. Tooker, Jr. 
Leslie G . .Jacobs 
HDM: Can you tell us about the different places 
you've worked? 
J.T. New York harbor, Atlantic Ocean, rivers, bays, 
Gulf of Mexico, South America, Canada, Venezuela, St. 
Lawrence Seaway, Lake Erie, Bermuda, South Atlantic, 
and west coast of Oregon. We removed the Russian ship 
ILLICH up that river where the Port of Portland Dry-dock 
is. I've worked in the Hudson River and the East River in 
New York, and the Charles River in Florida where the 
water was nearly 100 degrees, putting in a pipeline for a 
paper mill. We had to put our air receiver in a tank of ice 
before we got in the suit, and we still perspired. Most of 
us lost about 20 pounds! 
HDM: What were your most difficult or challenging 
jobs? 
J.T: The most difficult work was diving in a tide or a 
current, combined with being in blackwater where you 
can't see. In a paper mill on the Delaware River, in up-
state New Jersey, there was a perpetual current and you 
had to wear extra heavy-weighted shoes. As commercial 
divers, we didn't wear anything heavy on our feet- only 
a belt that weighed 60-80 pounds. I found I could swim 
underwater with a 60-pound weight belt, but I couldn't 
swim in the shoes. There was a problem with an overflow 
pipe at the paper mill. Paper mills have to take in water 
Part II 
Diving and Diamonds 
oil drums lashed to it underneath for flotation. In those 
days (early 1940s), we had two pump-turners, my tender 
and myself. You never really did get enough air with those 
hand-cranked pumps. 
In 1946, at the Bayonne Navy Yard, New Jersey, a 
decompression chamber saved my life. I was working on 
a gas pipeline from Staten Island to Brooklyn; it was the 
first marine gas pipeline of its size. The line had been 
freshly pulled across from Staten Island to Brooklyn and 
had been put in place in a trench in 103-105 feet of water. 
The trench itself was maybe 20 feet deep. A ship in dis-
tress lost power and dropped her anchor. The tide swept 
the ship and the anchor until the anchor hooked into the 
pipeline. Now the pipeline is fractured. MCS got the call 
and I was sent out. We could only work in slack tide. In 
New York harbor you have one hour of slack water. I was 
working the four slack tides, which is a no-no. In that depth 
of water it should have been one dive per day. I found the 
pipe, cut it off in two pieces. We raised each, spliced a 
piece of pipe in between and set it back down on the bot-
tom again. I had to trace from where we put the splice of 
the pipe on each side, going to the east and west, to make 
sure she was deep enough in the water. Then I started to 
feel a little tug on my lines. 
I'd been down 35-40 minutes at 103 feet and I'd al-
and in so doing there 
is a return of this 
water back to the 
river; the intake pipe 
had a problem that 
had to be repaired. 
We had a raft rigged 
up as a platform for 
me, with a few 
mooring lines to an-
chors that were pre-
set. Corning ashore, 
we had lines. on trees. 
So with both rigs we 
had mob~lity to 
move in and move 
out. On the raft was 
a cutting torch for 
me to use underwa-
ter and cylinders of 
hydrogen, oxygen 
and compressed air. 
The raft had empty 
S.S. ILLICH- Port of Portland, Oregon, dry dock, 1944. This photo shows 
section of bow loaded on U.S.E.D. BARGE 503. Dredge CAIRO is on the 
right and derrick BARGE 501 on the left. Tooker made the cut. 
ready dove that day. 
As I came up clear of 
the trench, I was in the 
full strength of the 
tide. I had to let the 
downline go and I was 
swept to the surface. I 
knew right away I had 
the bends. I felt it up 
in my left shoulder, 
my neck and down my 
left arm. It was like 
someone trying to pull 
my arm out of its 
socket. They got me 
into Merritt-
Chapman's chamber. 
The minute I got the 
pressure on me, the 
arm started to shake 
and then the pain 
eased right off. The 
bubble collapsed. 
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Once you get that bubble deflated 
you're OK, but you have to spend the 
full required time and after I'd killed a 
half pint of liquor, I was feeling pretty 
good. 
I went back to the office, but the 
bends came back fiercely. So a police 
escort took me to the Bayonne, New 
Jersey chamber. They had the cham-
ber ready and I signed away my life. 
They put the pressure on and the pain 
started leaving me. According to Navy 
tables at the time, we had to spend 28 
hours in there and then come out as 
slowly as possible. When I came out, 
free of the bends, I was the happiest 
guy in the world. My brother Merritt 
Tooker stood by me while I was suf-
fering with the bends. 
HDM: What kind of person makes 
an excellent commercial diver? 
J.T: He should be in excellent 
Stem of the S.S. ILLICH cut off by John I. Tooker, Jr, 
at the Port of Portland dry dock, 
Portland, Oregon, 1944. 
health. He should not by any means 
suffer from any form of claustrophobia. The minute that 
hat goes on, it's only you. He must have a good set of 
lungs which goes along with being in good health. It 
doesn't hurt to have some kind of diving background in 
his family. That helps a lot. Like me and my dad, grandpop, 
uncle George, I had cousins who were involved as well. I 
had a second cousin who was on a salvage job in South 
America. They were struck by a ship. The salvage boat 
was quite heavy and she just went right down. Three people 
were lost, including my cousin. 
Another good quality is having good perception of 
what things should be like when you can't see. All your 
work has to be done by feel, especially in muddy areas 
like we have in New York, or inside of a ship. In the trop-
ics or Berinuda, the water is clear enough for you to see. 
Plus a diver should have knowledge of certain trades, like 
how to be a rigger, welder, machinist, and carpenter. All 
the skills you learn on top of the water you need to have 
underwater, including how to use dynamite. 
HDM: Any lucky finds during your underwater 
career? 
J.T: I wish I'd found that treasure before Mel Fisher 
did! But there was kind of a strange thing that happened 
to me in New York. My one and only treasure diving es-
capade occurred during the year of 1942 or thereabouts. 
Merritt-Chapman & Scott's home base - Pier 21, 
Rosebank, Staten Island, New York- is where the sal-
vage vessels, derricks and equipment such as diving gear, 
recompression chambers, welders, air pumps and suction 
pumps, cable, etc., were housed. They were kept in a large 
storehouse that was called "the Yard." There I received a 
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phone call from the main office in the early morning: 
"John, come to the office right away and bring your bag 
(diving clothes) with you." On arrival I was escorted to 
one of the offices where I was introduced to a strange tug-
boat captain from the Shamrock Towing Company. It 
seems that a pocketbook (lady's handbag) containing many 
valuables was lost overboard in the East River, New York, 
adjacent to the East Side Drive. "We'd like you to accom-
pany this captain in his car to the site and attempt to re-
cover the bag. It's a one in a million chance that he's will-
ing to take and pay for right away." He went on to say that 
my diving gear, ladder, air pump, two men to turn the pump 
and my tender had already been transported to the site. 
"Give this man all the necessary assistance you can and 
do your usual job, but 'mum's the word.' Don't discuss 
this with anyone!" 
The captain had to pay MCS for my services before 
we left the office. This all seemed quite mysterious as the 
captain was unknown to us. We left the office and headed 
to the location near 14th Street and the East River Drive. 
While we were underway, the captain enlightened me as 
to the contents of the bag and promised me a diamond 
ring plus a new car should I be successful in recovering 
the bag. No one else knew of his promise to me, but from 
the way he talked about the contents of the bag, it was 
"loaded." I don't really think he knew what all the con-
tents were but alluded to uncut diamonds, a lot of money, 
final divorce papers and other valuable articles, including 
a gun! 
We arrived at the predetermined site and I saw my 
gear was there. The location was very public with quite a 
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few people nearby, including my crew. The gear had been 
set up temporarily except for the diving ladder. I asked 
the captain where the pocketbook went overboard and how 
it happened. 
"I docked the tug in this general area and some woman 
prior to getting off the tug had an argument with me and 
threw the pocketbook at me and it went overboard," was 
all he said. 
I asked what stage of the tide it was and he replied 
that it had started to flood (come in). I also asked him the 
possible weight of the bag and he replied, "I'm not sure, 
maybe 10 pounds." I thought this to be quite heavy but I 
took him at his word. 
With my descending line and about 10 pounds of 
weight on the lower end (taking the incoming tide into 
consideration), I gently lowered the line to the bottom, 
approximately 30 feet deep into the soft mud and tied the 
upper end near my ladder within my reach. I had the div-
ing ladder pre-set in a nearby location to make an angular 
descent to the bottom. This all completed, my tender 
dressed me in and I climbed down the ladder into the wa-
ter. I grabbed the line in my left hand and started down as 
light in weight as possible and in a horizontal position so 
that as I approached the muddy bottom, I wouldn't dis-
turb it. I had to sweep with my right hand (my "eyes") as 
there was no visibility. I had only been in this position for 
a few seconds when I struck what I thought was the handle 
of something fairly large. I gingerly eased it out of the 
mud, righted myself and felt the object carefully. It was 
the bag. I could hardly believe my good fortune to find 
the proverbial needle in a haystack. My heart was pump-
ing double time now and as I started floating up, I thought, 
"Be very careful, this bag is heavy, make sure it's closed 
tightly." 
On reaching the surface I tucked it under my left arm 
and signaled that I was coming up. No telephones were 
used commercially at this time and all signals were ex-
changed by the lifelines we wore. I climbed the ladder 
and the tender took off my helmet and asked, "What's the 
problem? You came back up so fast." I replied, "No prob-
lem, be careful and remove the bag from under my left 
arm." I heard a shout in the background, "He's got it!" 
The captain took the purse from me and opened it and 
started to put the contents on top of one of the diving boxes. 
I told him, "Don't remove any more, put that back and 
wait until I get undressed and we'll get out of here. There 
are too many eager eyes around here and we don't want 
any problems." 
He said, "OK, John. This is terrific. Thanks for a great 
job. All I have to do now is make arrangements for your 
new car and diamond ring, which should take about two 
weeks." I told the captain that first we should get out of 
here and go someplace. He said, "We'll go for lunch." 
A short while later we checked the contents of the 
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bag: In it were two leather pouches with several uncut 
diamonds, a gun, two very fat wallets and other valuables. 
We went to a restaurant, just the captain and I, and had a 
sandwich and a scotch and water to celebrate. After we 
finished, he asked my address and phone number. "You'll 
be hearing from me!" We went our separate ways. 
The two weeks went by. Many more weeks went by 
and to this day, almost 60 years later, I haven't heard from 
this double-crosser. My honesty and experience were never 
rewarded. I hope he's still alive and reads this. Maybe it's 
not too late! (If he reads about it in this magazine the HDS 
wants 50% of the car and the diamond ring.-Ed.) 
I learned a lesson here that I'll never forget. I'll never 
be cheated again. There are many ways a diver can get 
retribution and do it in a proper fashion. All in all, I think 
it was a good experience and I hope any diver who reads 
this will learn something. And by the way, I never again 
had a chance to recover another pocketbook! 
HDM: Do you miss diving? 
J.T: Yes, I miss it. I'm diving every night in my 
dreams. I actually put the helmet on, go down underwa-
ter. I do miss it. That's why I enjoy talking about it! 
Part 1 of this interview appeared in the previous issue. 
John I. Tooker, Jr., at home 
in Tom's River, New Jersey, 2001. 
The publication of this article is 
made possible in part by the 
generosity of Sea Pearls, at 
www.seapearls.com 
The World's leading manufacturer of Underwater Lift Bags 
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EDUCATION THROUGH PRESERVATION 
Dedicated to the preservation and restoration of our scuba equipment heritage. 
by Kent Rockwell 
PROJECT FOUR 
DESCO AIRMASTER Two Hose Regulator 
The Desco Airmaster twin 
hose, open circuit, scuba regu-
lator was offered for sale in the 
fall of 1955. The Airmaster's 
only claim to fame, other than 
its short production run and 
consequent rarity, was its 380-
foot deep diving record on 
compressed air. 
Desco was founded in the 
lure of treasure. In 1935 in-
trepid deep-sea salvager and 
MIT graduate Max Eugene 
(Gene) Nohl, and veteran ad-
venturer-film maker (Col.) 
John D. Craig combined forces to design a self-contained 
diving dress. Their goal, the liner LusiTANIA, sunk in 312 
feet of water off of the Irish coast. Nohl, Craig and John 
W. (Jack) Browne built the Craig-Nohl exotic helium-oxy-
gen diving suit, and, while the LusiTANIA dive was 
scrubbed, the Diving Equipment and Salvage Company 
(Desco) was formed. This was in 1937. Soon World War 
II contracts would make Desco the largest diving equip-
ment manufacturer in the world. 
Desco was sold to Alfred Dorst in 1946. Dorst changed 
the name to Diving Equipment and Supply Company, Inc. 




face mask scuba called the Dolphin. With sales slow and 
the Aqua-Lung two hose regulator setting the standard 
Desco designed a twin hose regulator first called the "Mark 
1 0" and then the "Airmaster." It is the Airmaster regulator 
that Scuba Workshop will investigate in this article. 
We looked for information on the Airmaster and found 
only a few ads in early Skin Diver Magazines. Fortunately 
Desco is a long-time sponsor of the Historical Diver maga-
zine and Ric Koellner has been supportive of this column 
from the onset. We called Ric and son Chris, at Desco, 
and they found an Airmaster brochure and a treatise on 
company history. Mike Leveillee sent us a brochure from 
Desco's export representative, 
John Brown LTD., Inc., and 
Desco's Water Sports products 
catalog from 1951. 
Fred M. Roberts' excellent 
book, Basic Scuba (copyright 
1960, 1963 by D. Van Nostrand 
Company, Inc.), offered a brief 
description of the regulator and 
an account of his record break-
ing air dive. Fortunately, Fred 
was a phone call away when the 
author needed details and he re-
lated that Don Dorst, son of 
Desco's owner, had been instru-
mental in much of the 
Airmaster's design and had or-
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chestrated Roberts' record-setting pub-
licity dive for that regulator. 
We were also fortunate in that the 
Historical Diving Society (HDS) of 
Canada had come up with not one but 
two Airmaster regulators. Ross Cowell 
loaned us his Airmaster for dissection 
and HDS-Canada president, Phil 
Nuytten, brought down his complete 
Desco rig with cylinder and back board 
for us to examine. These units are des-
tined for Canada's premier underwater-
maritime museum, which Phil and 
daughter Virginia are constructing in 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Phil also helped with several pat-
ents that resembled Desco designs. A 
call ,to Fred Roberts disclosed that in-
ventor George Sajeck did work with 
Desco and though none of the patents modeled the 
Airmaster, exactly, we did trace the evolution in the bal-
anced piston design. It still took a lot of head scratching 
and a layout, on the drafting board, to fully understand 
the Airmaster's peculiar workings. 
The Airmaster was a single stage, balanced piston, 
downstream valve, demand regulator. Simple in construc-
tion, the regulator had the demand valve mounted in a 
cylindrical metal housing with a plastic cover. A flexible 
diaphragm created a dry chamber from which a corrugated 
hose fed air over the diver's right shoulder to a mouth-
piece and back over his left shoulder to exhaust air at the 
regulator case. 
Desco sought several advantages in adopting the (and 
the USA's first) single stage, balanced, coaxial flow pis-
ton design for their demand valve. The valve body, the 
floating piston and piston sleeve were machined from 
stainless steel and needed only two "0" rings, one at ei-
ther end of the piston, to control gas flow. With the 
cylinder's air pressure introduced into the center of the 
piston cavity the forces acted equally on both piston seals 
balancing the forces on the piston. With the piston essen-
tially free to "float," only a light spring force was needed 
to close the valve and an equally light inhalation effort 
was required to open it. As the piston was unaffected by 
variations in the cylinder pressure, breathing effort re-
mained uniform over the entire dive. A second benefit, 
from the balanced piston, was that a rather large valve 
seat area (and correspondingly greater airflow) could be 
employed without increasing the valve's operating forces. 
According to Fred Roberts, the precise fit (or lack thereof) 
and the poor bearing surfaces found between stainless parts 
caused sticking problems and proved to be one of the 
Airmasters un-doings. 
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Closed Open 
In operation, the diaphragm sensed the diver's inha-
lations and depressed the demand lever and the piston. 
Air passed through the opened valve seat, through three 
passageways drilled in the piston sleeve and a .015" deep 
groove in the housing to channel air from underneath the 
valve body. 
Designed for use with compressed air, the regulator 
used a standard oxygen nipple and coupling with an inlet 
orifice sized (.041 ")to act as a reserve warning restrictor 
when the cylinder pressure dropped to around 200 PSI. A 
yoke-type attachment was also available. 
The drawn brass and chrome housing offered a flange 
for mounting the diaphragm and cover with a "V" shaped 
clamp. The cover was rather unique in that it was made of 
thermosetting ABS Royalite plastic. A heavy, cast brass 
exhaust elbow was threaded to the cover and was strangely 
similar to the arrangement found on the original 1949 
Cousteau patent. 
The Mark 1 Os used black corrugated hoses with a con-
ventional metal mouthpiece tee and non-return valves in-
serted into the hose convolutions nearest the mouthpiece. 
The main stream models, called the Airmaster, featured 
an "aftermarket" assembly with a continuous hose and 
mouthpiece molding, while the last versions would use 
Rory Page's Hope-Page mouthpiece assembly. Curiously, 
the hoses and outlets featured restrictive .600" inside di-
ameter passages rather than the conventional .900" units. 
The regulator can be disassembled in about 2 minutes 
with a flat blade screwdriver and an 11116" wrench. We 
soaked the stainless parts in our vinegar solution cut 50% 
with distilled water and washed the rubber parts in a mild 
disinfectant and then a warm soapy water rinse. 
We chose Buna N "0" rings and Silicone lube for the 
assembly. After inspecting all parts with a magnifying 
glass, we selected a -007 and -010 "0" ring. These were 
lightly lubed and slipped over the piston, which was then 
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carefully pressed into the machined regulator body. The piston sleeve and the light spring followed and then the whole 
affair was mounted in the housing with the oxygen nipple, its mating -011 "0" rings and a small locating screw. The 
regulator was fastened to our supply cylinder and the valve was opened slowly. The regulator held pressure and 
responded to the demand lever activation. A soapy water leak test was performed and the diaphragm examined for pin 
holes with a strong light. The diaphragm had no molded retaining ribs or edges and had originally been glued to the 
regulator housing. We tacked the diaphragm down sparingly and added the cover and hoses, and then tested the unit in 
a pool. 
Basic Scubas author, Fred Roberts, is proof that this simple system could pass large quantities of air when needed 
and at great depths. Fred's depth record of 380 feet on air went without a hitch but not so an early test dive in a quarry 
when Fred had a total regulator failure at 60 feet and elected a free ascent. Upon inspection, Fred and Dorst discovered 
that the thin stainless demand lever had simply bent to one side under pressure from the diaphragm. This was changed 
for subsequent dives but not by very much. Our exemplar regulator boasts an arm cut from a .035" thin sheet of 
stainless which provides very little lateral support. 
It is this thin demand lever and the lack of a mechanical diaphragm retention that makes this regulator a bit scary. 
If the demand and production had continued there is no doubt that Desco would have had to rework these parts. 
REMINDER: This Scuba Workshop column is not intended to replace proper schooling in Scuba, life support or 
high-pressure systems repair work. Instead, it is designed to offer those who are qualified technicians helpful hints and 
insights into an obsolete artifact of our scuba heritage and thus an armchair exploration experience. Proper tools, 
techniques of workmanship and knowledge of scuba systems are all areas that must be controlled by the artifact's 
owner and are outside of Scuba Workshops responsibility. We can warranty nothing and remind restorers that they 
take full responsibility for their work and use of any information printed here. 
U.S. Navy Mark V 
Diving Helmet 
The Soldering Line 
For more information check our website at www.hds.org 
DESCO CORPORATION 
has a long and proud history in the commercial 
diving industry. We are proud to sponsor the 
Historical Diving Society in their efforts to pre-
serve and share the inventions, and stories of the 
events and people who made the diving industry 
what it is today. 
The Assembly Line 
DESCO Fisheries 
Diving Helmet 
Ready to Ship 
Phone: 414-272-2371 
DESCO Corporation 
240 N. Milwaukee Street 
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*********************************************** Helmets of the Deep 
Bikkers, 1886 
Rotterdam, Holland 
Back in issue Vol. 10, No.1, Winter 2001, we featured a photo of a rare Bikkers helmet that was on loan fromNautiek, 
and displayed at the HDS-USA booth at the Antibes Film Festival. This helmet was almost exactly the same style of 
helmet that is illustrated in three diagrams in the old lithograph reproduced on page 245 of Leon Lyon's book Helmets 
of the Deep. Also shown in the litho is a three bolt Bikkers and, ever the resourceful collector, Leon has recently turned 
up one of these helmets which is featured here. This one is a very squat looking three bolt in extremely good condition 
considering the breastplate is dated 1886. Probably the most significant feature of this helmet is the left-side mounted 
inlet elbow that is normally associated with the Rouquayrol Denayrouze regulator system. It could however, also be 
possibly linked to the similar system manufactured by Franz Clouth. Another of the striking features is the way the 
side ports are angled upwards and the appearance that they are actually positioned slightly higher than the face plate. 
The speaker tube connection can be clearly seen at the rear top of the helmet, and a diagram of how a diver and tender 
would operate this system is shown in the afore mentioned lithograph. The breastplate is stamped A. Bikkers & Zoon, 
1886, Rotterdam, and is serial number 8. 
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Photos courtesy Leon Lyons 
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San Diego's Underwater Pioneers 
By Eric Hanauer 
It's only been about 70 years since people started go-
ing underwater for fun. One of the first to take the plunge 
was San Diego native Glenn Orr, who began breath-hold 
diving off local shores in 1929. He had no snorkel, mask, 
or even fins, but nabbed enough of the abundant fish, lob-
sters, and abalones to feed his family. Along with pals 
Ben Stone and Jack Prodanovich, Orr founded the Bot-
tom Scratchers, the world's first dive club. 
Ever since then, San Diego has played a key role in 
the development of diving. Its benign climate, active popu-
lation, and easy ocean access provided inspiration and op-
portunity for recreational, professional, scientific, and mili-
tary divers. 
San Diego's Underwater Pioneers is an exhibit at 
Scripps Institution of Oceanography's Stephen Birch 
Aquarium that traces the development of diving with a 
spotlight on San Diego, ranging from the Bottom Scratch-
ers through the pioneer era of the 1940s and '50s, from 
underwater imaging to the cutting edge gear of today and 
tomorrow. HDS member Eric Hanauer is the curator of 
the exhibit. 
As visitors enter the hall, the first display features the 
Bottom Scratchers. An exclusive organization of only 20 
members, their ranks included such legendary names as 
Carl Hubbs, Jim Stewart, Conrad Limbaugh, Lamar Boren, 
and Wally Potts. Exhibits include Glenn Orr's club jacket, 
a pair of goggles he carved from teak, and the club's led-
ger book. One of Potts' first spear guns hangs on the wall. 
Part of the Bottom Scratchers display. 
Display of vintage underwater cameras 
from the Elwyn Gates Collection. 
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These items were loaned by Orr's granddaughter, Sally 
Hawkins. 
The next display features diving at Scripps. The Insti-
tution has been at the forefront of underwater exploration 
for nearly a century. Several of the innovations developed 
there have benefited the diving public at large. Among the 
items is Connie Limbaugh's regulator, marked "Connie, 
SIO 1." He was using this unit when he died in a cave 
diving accident in 1960. Also displayed are various gen-
erations of shark repellents, and the mask Jim Stewart wore 
when attacked by a shark at Wake Island. Stewart loaned 
most of the items in this case. On the walls are period 
photographs of early Scripps research divers including 
Limbaugh, Stewart, Andy Rechnitzer, Willard Bascom, 
and the first of them all, C.K. Tseng, who went under with 
Japanese hard-hat abalone gear in the 1940s as a post-
doc. Now in his 90s, Tseng is still on the faculty of Qingdao 
Marine Station in his native China. 
The wet suit was invented at Scripps by Professor 
Hugh Bradner in the early 1950s. [See "Wet Suit Pursuit: 
Hugh Bradner's Development of the First Wet Suit," by 
Carolyn Rainey, HDM Vol. 10 issue 1,- Ed.] It has been 
credited with bringing more people into diving than even 
the invention of the regulator, because cold temperature 
M.S.A. rebreather 
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Don't leave home without it. Shark Repellent 
was no longer the limiting factor in staying underwater. 
Early dry suits are represented by a Navy UDT model and 
a Bel Aqua. 
Glen Egstrom loaned items from his and the late 
Tommy Thompson's collection, including a Miller Dunn 
shallow water helmet, a hand pump and hard-hat boots. A 
Japanese Ama mask is one of the more unusual items in 
that collection. Also on display are dual snorkel masks 
and a Mickey Mouse model, complete with mouse ears. 
The back wall displays the early history of under water 
photography, courtesy of Elwyn Gates. Under a photo of 
Ron Church, San Diego's first world class photographer, 
stand two of Lamar Boren's handmade housings, as well 
as a Rolleimarine, Ocean Eye, Ondiphot, and one of each 
generation of Calypso/Nikonos. 
The present and the future are represented by displays 
from two companies that recently moved to the SanDi-
ego area, Scubapro and Aqualung, as well as Diving Un-
limited International, who has been there many years. A 
tiny ROV from Seabotix provides a hint of what may be 
coming. 
All photos ©2001 Eric Hanauer 




That Nifty Snorkel 
Come From? 
By Dick Anderson 
I don't know who invented the diver's snorkel. I've 
met several guys who claimed to be the originator. 
There are just about as many old-timers who invented 
the snorkel as old-timers who started diving with the 
modified bottom end of a water heater tank. Mine is 
still on display down at Dive'N Surf in Redondo Beach 
but I'm sure they've forgotten where it came from. 
Since my water heater tank claim is now officially 
documented, I don't want to stretch my credibility by 
claiming the snorkel too. Although, I'd just as soon 
take credit as see some other liar cop the honors. His-
tory has a way of perpetuating false claims. I've often 
been urged to scan my early Skindiver magazines and 
see where the first snorkel showed up. I never got 
around to it. Somebody copped my whole first year 
album anyway. My guess is the snorkel originated in 
San Diego, but it's only a guess. 
As a habitual developer of dive gear I did have 
some impact on the design of snorkels but only about 
four guys know about it and my rewards can be mea-
sured in fractions of a Blue Chip Stamp. In the early 
sixties, I was working for Healthways on a salary/roy-
alty basis. My boss was Gustav Dalla Valle, the Di-
rector of R&D. He had a foot in two camps: 
Healthways and his own. Gustav was doing the 
groundwork to create his own diving equipment com-
pany. His ambition was to out-Cousteau. Well, he's 
probably as rich as Cousteau. 
Anyway, GDV aligned himself with Luigi Ferarro, 
an Italian frogman war hero, who founded Technisub 
in Genoa. Luigi was going to produce the products of 
Dalla Valle's new company. I worked in moonlight on 
a lot of the original stuff. 
While attending an annual trade show in Chicago, 
1962 I think, Gustav, Luigi and I went to dinner at a 
fancy Italian restaurant. During dinner the question of 
a snorkel came up. Gustav always had a liking for a 
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snorkel called the"Delfino." The problem was that, as 
an importer, he was already supplying that one to 
Healthways. He needed a new design that was both 
utile and aesthetically appealing. 
Gustav Dalla Valle was one of the smartest guys I 
ever met, a white shark in the near-genius class, but 
no one can be universally smart. "Whatta the hell can 
you do weet a sonabetch snorkel?" he asked in gen-
eral. Luigi Ferarro shrugged- it wasn't his problem. 
I wasn't enough involved with snorkels to have any 
preconceived limitations. I mean how much can one 
know about a snorkel? Mental pictures of existing 
snorkels flashed through my cranial showroom. "I'll 
tell you one thing you could do," I offered. 
Gustav was never quiet: "Deeka, you sonabetch, 
how many times I gotta tella you, you don't know 
notting about mosks, feens, or gons." Pause. "Dot in-
cludes snorkels. You a mechanic, no a rubber man, 
remember dot." The nearby customers were glancing 
over and squirming in their seats. I'm sure a lot of 
them were thinking of a Mafia shootout. They had no 
way of knowing that this was one of Gustav's quiet, 
contemplative periods. After loudly reminding me and 
the rest of the patrons that I had no knowledge of the 
subject, Gustav continued, "Whatsa you idea, Deeka?" 
Since we didn't have a scratch-pad, the restaurant 
donated a linen napkin. As I sketched an oval to rep-
resent a snorkeler's head, and a snorkel, I made the 
observation, "There's really no reason that a snorkel 
has to have a big "U" dip between the mouthpiece and 
the pipe. If you're going to make new tooling any-
way, why not make the tube, curve right around the 
guy's face, from the mouthpiece to the straight tube?" 
I handed in my sketch. Gustav scanned it and com-
mented, "I be a sona betch." Sometimes he could be 
quite honest. 
Luigi Ferarro seemed a little relieved that the loud 
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restaurant brainstorming session was ended and qui-
etly folded the snorkel-sketch napkin and stuck it in 
his pocket. We drove him to the airport. Since this 
episode occupied a scant fraction of all the stuff I was 
involved in at the time, it was submerged and forgot-
ten in a sea of various other projects. 
Some several months later Gustav stuck his head 
into my office, "that sonabetch Ferarro - Cousteau 
got him." It seems that Gustav and Luigi had had a 
falling out and Ferarro aligned himself with La 
Spirotechnique in France. 
Some several months after that, Gustav again 
blasted into my office with some interesting news. He 
slapped a Spirotechnique equipment catalog down on 
my desk, opened to the snorkel page. It was my snor-
kel alright, and Cousteau hadn't even sent me a thank 
you note. Neither did Luigi Ferarro. Somehow, I felt a 
little cheated. 
I've always had some empathy with Scubapro be-
cause I watched Gustav create it from the seed of an 
idea. And, I've known Dick Bonin, President, since 
he was a salesman for Sportsways, and still wore his 
frayed LTDT cap on dive outings. As a freelance con-
sultant to the industry, I've been called in by Scubapro 
on spec on occasion. One time I walked into Dick's 
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office and saw a new snorkel on his desk. It looked 
very familiar. I was glad to see it back home. "That's 
our new snorkel," Dick said. I mumbled something 
intelligent, like "Hmmmmmmmmmm." 
Then Dick said, "Now, you want to hear the bad 
news?" I could hardly wait. "I just got a patent on 
it," he said. I was a little surprised; a patent on a 
snorkel? 
Dick Bonin is a long way from being a dummy. 
With an eye mainly for aesthetics, he had decided 
that my design could be enhanced by having the 
curved part of the snorkel flattened where it foHowed 
the contour of the face. He was able to convince the 
patent office that this improvement had the utility, 
innovation and merit to deserve a patent. There is a 
good chance that the actual utility of the concept 
could be measured on a scale of one hundred. 
The meeting was momentarily awkward but I'm 
a realist: I hadn't even considered the possibility of 
a patent on my face curve, but Dick didn't waste any 
time registering his improvement. Finally, we both 
laughed it off and went on to the business at hand. 
But I think Dick was laughing a little harder than I 
was. 
Find the fin that's 
perfect for you at ... 
FORCE FIN 
A proud sponsor 
of Historical Diver 
Bob Evans Designs, Inc., 715 Kimball, Sonia Borboro, CA 93103 USA 
Phone: (805)966-9628; Fox: {805)564-8240; e-mail: info@forcefin.com 
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We recently received correspondence from Sparling School 
of Deep Sea Diving graduate Richard Hay-Chapman. Rich-
ard started as a student at Sparling on November 26, 1951, 
and graduated on March 14, 1952 with a final average of 89%. At that time, Sparling was the 
only deep sea diving school in America, and Richard enclosed a letter of recommendation from 
Cross, dated December 30th, 1952, in which Cross sheds some light on his program. 
"For purposes of comparison with similar training given in military service the curriculum 
of the Sparling School corresponds closely with that of the U.S. Navy School (Salvage) Bayonne, 
N.J. There is somewhat more emphasis on construction that at the navy." 
Richard also enclosed some photos from his time at Sparling which are shown here. 
Richard Hay-Chapman dressed 
in with John Galetti as tender. 
On the Sparling dive barge. (L to R) Dan Patch 
and John Galetti dressed in, with Richard Hay-
Chapman behind them. Instructor E.R. Cross is 
standing on the right. 
Director E.R. Cross dressed in for 
some class work. 
Dated March 10, 1952. 
Your Source for 
Professional Diving Equipment 
and 
a proud sponsor of 
HISTORICAL DIVER 
3400 16th Ave West 
Seattle, WA 98109 
206.784.5050 
Dive Commercial dci@woifenet.com 
1 n t e r n at i 0 n a 1 www.divecommercial.com 
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Ye Olde Master Diver's Locker 
Being a visual accounting of some of the weird and wonderful 
diving gear evaluated by the U.S. Navy 
Compiled and written by L. Tracy Robinette 
U.S. Navy MklO 
Long before Hans and Lotte Hass amazed us by div-
ing Drager closed circuit rebreathers in their films, Drager 
had been building unique and innovative closed circuit 
rebreathers for all sorts of uses. 
Navy EDU has tested a large number of Drager rigs 
over the years, and shown in this issue's column is a unique 
variation. These are umbilically fed rebreathers to be used 
from a commercial diving bell. In 1964 NEDU tested the 
Drager Model SM 1, which is a portable, self-mixing mixed 
gas rebreather. In 1968 they tested its successor, the SMS 1, 
which was also a self-mixing mixed gas rebreather. These 
rigs where umbilically supplied from the bell, with gas 
mixing handled by a control station at the bell. The photo 
of the umbilical for the SMS 1 shows the complex gas hose 
and electrical cabling required to run this rig. Two gas 
mixing stations are also pictured and these were mounted 
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in the bell. One is for the SMS 1, and the other is for the 
FGB Ill. The FGB III is a variation on a theme, and it was 
a larger twin cylinder, semi-closed circuit rig, that had 
multiple flow orifices built into the rigs manifold. These 
were selected by turning a handle prior to diving, which 
would give you a specified flow rate. This simplified the 
umbilical and control station since it was for a gas supply, 
not for mixing, as in the SMS 1. Drager has built numer-
ous other variations of umbilically supplied rebreathers, 
and some of these other interesting rigs will be covered in 
the future issues. 
If any of you have any further information on these, 
please let us know, so that we can update this column in a 
later issue. I can be reached at ltrobin@divenet.com or 
through the HDS. 
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at auctton 
Recent auctions at Christie's London and South 
Kensington featured two items associated with diving his-
tory but not, for a change, actual diving equipment. Each 
featured wood more than brass or copper, and both date 
back to the early days of equipment development 
in England. Although Augustus Siebe is primarily remem-
bered for his design and manufacture of the successful 
closed diving dress, his engineering skills were also em-
ployed in other fields. A very rare example from one such 
endeavor was featured in the October 25, 2001, London 
auction of Firearms from theW. Keith Neal Collection. 
Included in this sale was "A very rare 17 - Bore Breech -
Loading Flintlock gun, signed A. Siebe, circa 1820. The 
construction of the breech-loading system on the present 
gun is close to Urbanus Sartoris' British patents of 11 
March 1817 (No.4107), and 23 January 1819 (No.4336). 
Siebe did not hold any patents relating to firearms and 
the present gun seems to be the only one known bearing 
his signature." 
Any genuine A. Siebe item is considered rare, and 
this weapon most probably attracted some attention from 
diving equipment collectors and curators, who may have 
been responsible for the eventual sale price being over 
three times greater than the high estimate. 
The gun was estimated at $4,400-$5,800 and sold 
for $21,150, including the buyer's premium. A very big 
bang for someone's buck. 
A second item also had indirect connections to 
Augustus Siebe, and appeared in the Maritime and Naval 
Battles auction, held at South Kensington on November 
1. It was on the wreck of the Royal George that Siebe's 
equipment earned the critical approval of Colonel Pasley 
and set the design standard for almost all equipment that 
followed. [See "Siebe Closed Helmets of the 19th Cen-
tury," by Leaney and Lyons, HDM No. 18, page 24.] The 
auction catalog listed "An early Victorian oak octagonal 
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centre table made from wood recovered from the Royal 
George in 1839 by Commander Pasley, the top segmen-
tally veneered and with a gadrooned border, above a foli-
ate scroll frieze with white metal plaque inscribed 'Made 
from oak and copper of the ROYAL GEORGE I sunk 1782 
recovered 1839 IE & E Emanuel I By Appointment to 
Her Majesty I PORTSMOUTH,' with a bulbous turned 
column and sockle platform base with projecting lion mask 
feet gazing upwards - 54 in (137 em.) diameter." The wood 
used in this piece was raised in the season prior to Augustus 
Siebe's arrival on the wreck site in 1840, and was prob-
ably salvaged by divers using either Deane's or Bethell's 
apparatus. [See, "The Invention and Development of the 
Diving Helmet and Dress- Part II," by John Bevan, HDM 
No 3, page 21.] Nonetheless, this item, associated with 
the development of a successful helmet diving system, 
drew considerable interest, as reflected in its price which 
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was over four times the high estimate. Estimated at $1,800- $2,200, 
it sold for $10,575 including buyer's premium. Were collectors of 
diving equipment involved in this bidding also? 
Leslie Leaney 
The text in quotations is from the auction catalog. The realized 
prices include the buyer's premium and are converted at UK£1 = 
$1.50. All photos courtesy Christie's Images. ©2001. All rights re-
served 
We salute The Historical Diving Society and its members 
for preserving the legacy of the diving industry. 
Inventing The Freedom Of Diving 
www.OceanicWorldWide.com 
2002 Davis Street • San Leandro, CA • 94577 • (51 0) 562-0500 
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Auction Report 
h~ Leslie Leam·~ 
Christie's 
South Kensington, London 
November 1, 2001 
Exchange rates calculated at approximately US $1.50 = £1. The realized price includes a 17.5% buyer's premium. 
Items are indicated by catalog lot number. For complete lot descriptions please consult the auction house catalog. 
When consulting the sale catalog please note that the descriptions of lots 78 and 79 were accidentally wrongly as-
signed to each other. All photos courtesy of Christie's Images ©200 1. All rights reserved. 
Lot 78 
Lot 78. A 12 bolt copper and brass diving helmet by Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd., Circa 1915. Hand formed bonnet 
numbered 7350 on breastplate 7131, with electric lamp attachment faintly stamped 3. Estimated $3,700-4,100. Sold 
$5,640 
Lot 79. A 12 bolt copper and brass diving helmet by Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd., numbered 5850, circa 1910. Hand 
formed bonnet, missing one knob on the face plate, the handle of the spit cock and front and left air duct fish tails. 
Later style straps/brales. Estimated $3,700-4,400. Sold$ 4,405 
Lot 80. A 12 bolt copper and brass diving helmet by Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd., numbered 18217, circa 1950's. Spun 
bonnet and complete with communications. Estimated $3,000-3,600. Sold $4,935 
Lot 81. An Admiralty patent diving helmet by Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd. A 6 bolt with bonnet# 15132 on breastplate 
# 13531. "Damage to breastplate thread; small hole drilled 1 in. behind right face plate, no internal fitting" was noted 
in the description. Estimated $2,200-2,600. Sold $3,525 
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Lot 79 and 80 Lot 79 and 80 back view 
Lot 82. Royal Navy Diving Manual, 1956, issue number B.R. 155C in eight parts, together with a quantity of Titanic 
"ship's badges." Estimated $300-440. Sold $493 
Lot 83. A Siebe Gorman & Co. diver's knife. Ebony handle, blade stamped with maker's name and scabbard stamped 
CASS. Estimated $300-440. Sold $669 
Lot 84. A Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd. diver's flashlight, unused in the box, chrome finish with prong guards, and a 
polished brass boat badge from H.M.S. Vanguard. Estimated $300-$440. Sold $493 
Maritime Auctions 
San Rafael, California 
October 27, 2001 
Prices do not include the 10% buyers premium. The attacks of September 11 had many people holding back and the 
sale was not up to its usual level. 
254. Morse Diving Equipment diver's knife. estimated $200-$300. Sold $225 
255. Deep Sea Diver's knife [Ed.-probably Russian] Estimated $250-$300. Sold $175 
256. Russian 3 bolt helmet. Very good condition. Estimated $1,000-$1,500. Sold $900 
(256) 
A cautionary auction tale. In 1989, Adam Williams, a New York art dealer, purchased a small 10"x8" painting in 
London from one of the major auction houses for around $150,000. In 1990 he took the painting to Paris for an 
exhibition. Here it was recognized by relatives of its original owner, from whom the Nazi's stole it during WWII. The 
French police seized the painting and Williams was charged with receiving stolen property. The charge was dismissed 
in 1996, but was reinstated in 1999. On July 6, 2001, a French court convicted Williams and he received an 8 month 
suspended sentence, and was ordered to return the painting to the heirs of the original owner. I draw this to your 
attention because here is an almost unbelievable case where someone buys an item at auction and is then not only 
charged with receiving stolen goods, but actually convicted of the charge. Plus he loses title to the item. Not surpris-
ingly, the verdict is being appealed. 
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lntl'rlll'l \uction-., Internet auctions and sales during recent months. 
The content of this column is provided in good faith by members for general inter-
est and is not a definitive guide. Vendors' opinions of what items are, and what condition is, are not consistent. The 
HDS-USA and HDM are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings and prices. Items that Failed To Meet 
their Reserve (FTMR) have their highest bids listed. 
HELMETS 
Aquadyne AH-2 #445, $1,590: Carlsson 4 bolt in very good condi-
tion, FTMR $2,650: DESCO Mark V#2111 date 01/15/45, $4,500: 
DESCO pot #8 $1,525: DSI Superlite 27 with burning lens and 
extras, in used but working condition $2,225: Draeger 3 bolt with 
dress, weights, boots, phone and more FTMR $3,550: Draeger 3 
bolt# 2682 on 2751, FTMR $2,400: Galeazzi Gran Luce #33:730 
$4,400: Miller 200 serial #298 apparently complete and in good 
condition $3,150: Miller Dunn style 3 Divinhood, polished, and 
complete with original weights $4,806: Miller Dunn Shallow water 
pump missing handle and base board $306: Miller Dunn Mark V 
#1133 dated 1944 with full tinning, $12,662: Morse & Son Inc. 3 
light #1750 with Mussens of Montreal tag, $8,100: Morse Diving 
Equipment Co. 4light commercial #6012, dented and missing stud 
FTMR at $2,600: Morse single light fisheries helmet, full tinning in 
very good condition, $12,655: Russian all metal helmet similar to 
Superlite with neck dam and toilet seat, FTMR $1,201: Russian 3 
bolt military helmet $750: Schrader USN Mark V #647B dated 9-
43 apparently complete, without tinning and in good condition 
$4,350: Schrader USN Mark V #209B dated 5-43, missing straps 
FTMR at $3,550: Un-named production cast iron shallow-water hel-
met, $5,433. 
MASKS AND REGULATORS 
USD Aqualung yellow hose D-W Mistral $151: USD D-A Aqua 
A Mark V air helmet who s time had definitely come. 
Miller Dunn #1133 at $12,662 (plus shipping) 
Master #264082 $126: Siebe Gorman Merlin Mk VI, $300: Demone two hose regulator #201, in very good complete 
condition sold with Buy Now for $1,000: Rose Aviation single hose regulator with oxygen tank connector FTMR at 
$330: 1956 Northill air lung regulator with tank and accessories $823: Siebe Gorman diamond label twin hose regu-
lator $305: Scott Hydropak mask and regulator $262: Aga Mk II mask $512: USD D-AAquamaster $173. 
BOOKS 
Allemandy V., Wonders of the Deep. The Story of the Williamson Expedition, $180: Ballantyne, Under The Waves or 
Diving In Deep Seas, $148: Ballantyne, Under The Waves or Diving In Deep Seas. $80: Bartlett, The Pearl Seekers 
$43. Collingwood, The Log of the Flying Fish $35: Buie E.D., Dear Mother I Did Not Dive In the Sea Today, signed 
copy, $48: CloirecA., Bathyscaphes et Profondeurs, $129: Corbin T. W., The Wonders of the Submarine, $306: Davis 
R.H., Deep Diving & Submarine Operations 6th edition $225: Gilpatric G., The Compleat Goggler, 1957 Reprint, 
$111: Grosvenor and Bates, Open the Ports, $66: Gunther H., Die Troberung der Tiefe, $372: Hass H., Diving to 
Adventure, signed copy, $46: Hass L., Girl on the Ocean Floor, with d/j $181: Martin R., The Deep Sea Diver $45: 
Masters D., Divers In Deep Seas, $79: Stelzner H., Taucher Technik, 1943, $797: Slade, Pearlers of Lome, $17: 
Westerman P., Salvage of the Fuji Yama, $90: Williams A., The Romance of Modem Mechanism, $402: Young D., 
The Man in the Helmet, $173: 1973 British Navy, BR2807 Diving Manual, $305: Undated Soviet Army Diving 
Manual, $148. 
CAMERAS 
1960 Calypso $950: Calypso $623: A rare French Gagy Industry ANFIBIAN, $150. 
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As we go to press there are currently several significant changes 
in progress on the HDS site. We are once again in the process of mov-
ing the HDS site from our current 100 meg. web hosting account to a 
new 500 meg. account. This will be more cost efficient than operating 
the previous service, and will give us substantially more room to add 
content that the Board of Directors have been discussing for some 
time. While this change is underway you may experience some minor 
problems with the site, but these should be temporary. If they persist 
please email me. 
We have completed updating the Board of Directors by adding 
our "local" Texas director Howie Doyle. The Events and Calendar 
sections have also been updated. Many members use the calendar sec-
tion to see where the Society will be appearing. This year the Calendar 
will list only these events so it will be less confusing. Other changes 
on the site include a tribute to the late Jacques Mayol as well as the 
re-publishing of the Hans Hass articles that appeared in Historical Diver 
Number 9, Falll996. We are currently working on publishing the bi-
ographies of all the Advisory Board Members, and this new section 
should be completed in the next couple of months. Additions to the 
Educational section include the Australian books The White Pearlers 
of Broome and the Pearlers of Torres Straits. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to email me at moavruss@moav.net From The White Divers of Broome 
SCUBA TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
Manufacturers of world class 
Underwater Breathing Apparatus 
is a proud sponsor of 
this issue of 
Historical Diver Magazine 
922 Hurricane Shoals Road 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043 
(707) 962-2552 
(888) lSI-SAFE 
FAX (707) 963-2797 
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('lassie Dh ing Equipment (~roups Due to the prevailing liability laws in America the HDSUSA does not conduct any in-water activities. Some American based divers 
have formed groups to restore, operate and preserve the classic equipment of America's rich diving heritage. These groups often 
contain divers who are members of the HDSUSA. The activities of these groups are not official HDSUSA functions and the 
HDSUSA is not involved in any of the activities of these groups, a sad situation that the HDSUSA is forced to endure. This 
column is produced solely for the interest of our readers. Please consult the HDSUSA disclaimer at the front of this issue. 
UHEXSO 
UHEXSO continues with its regular dive program at Galveston's Moody Gardens Aquarium. These quarterly dive 
weekends feature nearly continuous diving with hardhat equipment, usually the USN Mark V. A special feature of this 
show in the 900,000 gallon shark tank is the use of antique telephone equipment for direct two-way communications 
between Aquarium visitors and the diver, under the supervision and guidance of a tender, of course. Kids especially 
love to say "Hi!" to our divers and to touch the glass as the diver touches it from the 
other side! Our most recent dive at Moody Gardens was November 17-18,2001 and 
it went off with a splash! Four of our divers spent a total of 8 hours in the water, 
including local members Zach Hileman, Dave Bonett, and Paul Schenk. Pete Petrisky 
out of Dallas brought his Korean rig. Several out-of-town members came in to assist, 
include Bob and Pat Sharp from Austin. Plans are afoot to dive in the Aquarium again 
this spring. UHEXSO is also preparing to awaken from its winter hiatus with a spring 
campout and dive rally at Lake Travis in central Texas. The date will be set soon. A 
springtime dive is also being planned for Aquarena Springs in San Marcos. The 
UHEXSO family also welcomes its newest future member, Sean Hoover, born Janu-
ary 2002 to Julie and John! In only 16 short years, he will be donning fins and mask 
and joining the UHEXSO ranks. UHEXSO' s web page is currently being recompiled 
after losing our server. We can be found at our temporary site at http:// 
www.geocities.com/uhexso, as we update our main webpage. For further informa-
tion, contact us at uhexso@hotmail.com, or in the Houston area at: 
diverpawl@aol.com. As always, new members are welcome. 
CALIFORNIA CLASSIC EQUIPMENT DIVERS 
On November 3, 2001, a rally was held at the College of Oceaneering in Wilmington, 
California. Alan Pilkington was first in the water using Mark Howell's rebreather. 
Ken McElvain, a Navy Salvage Diver, made his first dive in heavy gear in 51 years. 
A dry dress-in demonstration was held at the Yuma Crossing State Historic Park on 
December 1. Pearl Harbor Survivor, Les Ritchie, was the "diver" with fellow PHS, 
John Chapman, a navy deep sea diver, acting as his "tender." Both men gave brief 
speeches telling the audience of their experiences during and after the attack at 
Pearl Harbor. 
The group has been busy finalizing plans for the "Divers Day" Rally to be held 
on March 17 at the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach, California. This highly 
anticipated event has been in the planning stage for several months. We will be 
diving both hard hat and vintage scuba gear in a 27-foot glass tank. Air will be 
furnished by Compressed Air Specialties of Anaheim. A large display of helmets, 
dive gear and other memorabilia will also be set up in the visitors area. Congratula-
tions to CCED members Mark Howell and Jocko Robinson who tied for first place 
with their vintage scuba gear at the Dive Into History in October. For more informa-
tion about the CCED contact Charlie Orr (310) 834-7051 - Neverbent@aol.com Alan Pilkington (diver) with tenders 
Website: www.geocities.com/cced_barstad Harold Nething and Ken McElvain 
CALIFORNIA CENTRAL COAST WEG. 
Members of the group will again be assisting with this year's heavy gear class at Santa Barbara City College, sched-
uled for July 19-21. Instructors will include professional divers Bob Christiansen, Bob Kirby, Don Barthelmess and 
Scrap Lundy. Helmets used will be the USN Mark V and Kirby Morgan air hat, plus maybe some others. Last year's 
class sold out early and a report on it can be found in HDM Vol. 10, issue 3, page 35. As well as the diving there is also 
a great social aspect to the class. Just ask any of the HDS members who came last year! To book a spot for this years 
class contact Don Barthelmess at 805-965-0581, ext. 2427 as soon as possible. 
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DUTCH WORKING EQUIPMENT GROUP DWEG 
After a long and intensive search that led from Canada to Florida, DWEG was finally able to complete a diveble MkV 
rig! You may think that this is not such a big deal but it is the only complete rig in The Netherlands and probably in 
Europe! An original dress turned out to be very hard to find, and it took us over a year to get all of the equipment 
together. On some occasions, DWEG members even flew to the States 
to pick items up! (Yes, when you got a passion it will finally drive you 
crazy). Now, you can imagine how excited we were when we first tested 
it within our group. The dress turned out to be stiff as a board compared 
to the Yokohama suits we normally use but we had a great deal of fun. 
Now that all is tested, we are ready for the new season and we will 
organize rallies and demonstrations to give people here that special 
"MkV feeling." The first rally of the new season will be the "Ben Miller 
Memorial Rally" on Sunday April 14. If all works according to plan, 
Ben's wife Jan will be there! You are all invited. For more information 
on DWEG you can contact Kees de Jonge at helmduiken@chello.nl or 
Bert Dodde at info@divingheritage.com Pictures of this and other 
DWEG rallies can be viewed at their virtual diving museum http:// 
www.divingheritage.com 
TREASURE COAST WEG 
The Treasure Coast WEG had a fantastic year ending with our 
October 13-14, 2001 rally at the Key Largo Undersea Park. A big thanks to Rick 
Ford and his staff for making this such a great success. We have big plans for 2002 
starting with our first rally in the beginning of April, and followed by assisting the 
HDS US at their booth for Ocean Fest 2002 May17-19, at Lauderdale by the Sea 
in Fort Lauderdale, Fl. You don't want to miss this event. Last year they broke two 
world free diving records, had the first Live Underwater Music Festival, a "Dive 
with the Supermodel Sweepstakes," Underwater Photo Contest, DEMA Pool Tour, 
U.S. Coast Guard Demo, The World's Headquarters for the International Dive-
inDay, Treasure Hunt, Seminars, Great Food, Live Music. The Treasure Coast 
WEG has many impromptu dives and if you would like to get involved please 
contact us. In the photo: Back row: Rick Ford, Mike Russo, Jennifer Ward, Marc 
Cohen. Front row: Mark Tohulka, Robert Weathers, John Gallagan 
MOAVInc. 
Once again the MOAV "crew" from Texas boarded the big bird to make our pilgrimage to Southern California to 
attend the Annual HDS -USA Rally for 2001. As always we were welcomed with open arms and warm "toddy" at the 
get-together on Friday night before the start of the program. We thoroughly enjoyed the Saturday presentations and 
have tried ever since to mimic the Murray Black breastplate don-
ning. [See the Rally report]. Lunch was great and MOAVDickie 
found a dress to fit so now it's MOAVRuss's tum. The Banquet on 
Saturday was a big treat with the presentation by Dr. Nuytten titled 
"What Leslie has asked me not to talk about." Only down side was 
we could have used a sound system for those of us who had failed to 
clear their ears in our earlier diving days. MOAVDickie and 
MOAVRuss wish to thank everyone for giving them a chance to get 
wet on Sunday. Plans are underway to secure dates for a series of 
heavy gear demonstrations at Aquarena Springs this coming sum-
mer. We extend an invitation to y'all to come and dive with us in 
2002. 
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NEDEG 
The NEDEG held its 2001 Labor Rally on the weekend after Labor Day at the Willow Springs Quarry Park at Richland, 
Pennsylvania. Full coverage of the event has been posted on our new Website #3 (www.geocities.com/boyddiver). 
The Rally had a good turnout of veterans, visitors and new members. This seemed to be the "youth rally," beginning 
with Sean Butler taking a crescent wrench to our air manifold (with dad Mark and Uncle Dan carefully supervising). 
Working diver Gene Ritter, and Beth Baum, are making wedding plans, and Beth's 14-year-old son Jared made his 
first surface-supply dive in Chuck Thompson's SuperLite 17 mated to Mike Younger's Arnron dress. The fit was just 
slightly oversize, but Jared handled it like a pro. He's just gotten his C-card and will be a very active member of the 
group in the future. 
U.S. Navy Master Chief Jim Gardener from Annapolis was on hand with his wife, Julie, and sons Chris and Caleb. 
We decked out Chris and Caleb in my Aquadyne AH2 on the new Aquala drysuit and gave them both dives in the 
company of their veteran diver dad, who was using a Jack Browne mask. He walked them around the shallows near the 
dock for more than 20 minutes each, and they had a blast. Everybody went home happy, and we cultivated some future 




For details of regional rallies, meetings, etc. contact the following groups: 
The Undersea Heritage & Exploration Society. A Non-Profit Corporation. John F. Hoover, Executive Director. Phone 512-288-
7067 http://www.uhexso.org 
New Jersey. Northeast Diving Equipment Group. Jim Boyd, organizer. Phone 973-948-5618, www.geocities.com/boyddiver 
Colorado Working Equipment Group. Contact Ross Boxlitner, Phone (970) 278-0738 email: dypcdyvr@cs.com 
Chicago, Midwest Working Equipment Group. Gregg Platt, organizer. Phone 874-854-7154 
California Classic Equipment Divers. Charlie Orr, organizer. Phone 310-834-7051 www.geocities.com/cced_barstad 
Florida's Treasure Coast. John GaHagan 954-989-1377, or Marc Cohen 954-565-9754 www.hybdiving.com 
California Central Coast Working Equipment Group. Scrap Lundy, organizer. Phone 805-963-4151 
MOAV South East Texas. Bill Gronvold, Phone 281-861-6478 or moavbilly@moav.net 
New England Underwater Working Equipment Group. Paul Harling organizer. 551 Washington Street, Gloucester, MA 19030 
Dutch Working Equipment Group. Kees de Jonge at helmduiken@chello.nl or Bert Dodde at info@divingheritage.com 
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Book Review The Pearl-Shellers of Torres Strait 
by Regina Ganter 
Reviewed by Jeff Maynard 
For 100 years, from the 1860s to the 1960s, the Australian pearl 
shelling industry had two main centers: Broome in Western Austra-
lia and, 2,000 miles to the east, Thursday Island in the Torres Strait, 
between Australia and Papua New Guinea. While there have been 
many books written about pearling in Broome - from histories to 
romantic novels - very little has been written about pearl shelling 
in the Torres Strait. 
This is hard to understand because, in many ways, the Torres 
Strait area is more interesting. The Strait had been a maritime cross-
roads for centuries before Europeans began to settle in the area. So 
many nationalities passed through the Strait that a writer visiting 
the area in 1902 wrote that Thursday Island had, "all the races and 
colors known to science, and a lot of new original breeds and com-
binations of color not yet known." 
The Pearl Shellers of Torres Strait by Regina Ganter is the first 
book which looks specifically at the industry in this area. Ganter, an 
academic at the University of Queensland, looks at the rise and de-
cline of the industry, the impact on the local inhabitants of the many 
small islands and the political influences on the Australian nation. 
The book grew out of Ganter's work with the Great Barrier Reef 
Marine Park Authority. "My study," she writes, "was initiated by a 
federal agency ... as their consultant I had the brief to produce an 
oral history of reef experience prior to 1960, with particular refer-
ence to early sightings of the crown-of-thorns starfish." 
Despite setting out with a brief to look at primarily environmental influences on the area, Ganter extended her 
work to take in historical and anecdotal information. She traveled extensively in the area, interviewing former pearl 
divers and people who worked in the industry. 
She writes, "The Australian pearl-shell fishery commenced in the Torres Strait in 1868 and Thursday Island 
remained, next to Broome, a major pearling centre ... the Japanese were 
even more dominant as divers here than in other centres. Large companies 
were more entrenched than in other pearling ports, and this meant that 
pearl-shellers were almost always divided on management issues. Of par-
ticular interest in the Queensland fishery is a lugger scheme operated by 
Torres Strait Islanders." 
The Pearl-Shellers of Torres Strait spends a good deal of time exam-
ining why an industry, which should have been sustainable, was mis-
managed and declined. But in presenting this study it also indirectly offers 
the first detailed history of pearl diving in this unique area. 
While it doesn't contain a great deal of information specific to the 
actual diving- the type of equipment used and the various methods of 
diving- it is a valuable resource for researchers and gives plenty of in-
formation while we wait for a definitive history of the diving in this fasci-
nating and remote area. 
Australian correspondent Jeff Maynard is the author ofNiagara's Gold. 
He also co-produced a television documentary of the same name. His book, 
Under Southern Seas: An Illustrated History of Diving in Australia will be 
published later this year and he is currently producing a television docu-
mentary titled The Pearl Divers. 
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HDS Book Store 
• BACK in 02 • 
When There Were Wooden Tanks & Steel Men 
Did you ever wonder what it was like back in the early days of 
scuba diving? Lance Rennka opens a, humorous and oft-times 
irreverent, window into the time of mail order scuba gear, when air 
fill stations were few and you had to fabricate most of your own 
gear. /laughed till/ hurt. Andy Lentz, HOM. 
Softcover $13.95, plus $4 domestic S&H; Overseas contact the 
office or email; hds@hds.org. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
• Neutral Buoyancy; Adventures in a Liquid World • 
by Tim Ecott 
Excerpt of Review by Leslie Leaney 
By staying away from the traditional style of diving history book, Tim Ecott has writ-
ten a title that I feel certain will appeal to most divers and sea lovers. It is a book that 
would be at home in any diving library and I would expect it to become a mainstay 
on the book shelf of many live-a-boards. As a $26 hardbound, it is certainly a great 
value. Neutral Buoyancy is well researched and written in such an appealing style 
that it will hopefully encourage more divers to not only respect and preserve our 
fragile oceans, but appreciate the efforts of the men who provided us with the means 
to safely access them. 
Hardcover, 346 pages, illustrated $26.00 plus $4 domestic S&H; Overseas contact 
hds@hds.org CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
• DEEP DIVING AND SUBMARINE OPERATIONS • 
by Sir Robert H. Davis 
The Real Old-Time Diver 
Containing a history of Siebe Gorman equipment including their many styles of 
diving helmets. Limited edition published to celebrate the 175th anniversary of 
Siebe Gorman in a two volume set bound in reflex blue with gold embossed covers 
with matching dust jackets. Both volumes come in a reflex blue presentation slip 
case. 712 pages over 650 photographs, line drawings and illustrations. Each set 
individually numbered. Limited edition of 1500 copies only. For a review and 
chronology refer to HISTORICAL DIVER Issue No 6. Price $150.00 p.p. $10.00. 
CA residents add 7.5% sales tax. Contact HDSUSA for overseas shipping rates. 
-LIMITED STOCK ONLY 14 COPIES!!!-
• THE WINCHESTER DIVER • 
by IAN T. HENDERSON AND JOHN CROOK. 1984 
We have discoverd a stash of 14 copies of this book. We sold out of the hardbound 
over a year ago and just found these. This is limited to the stock on hand. Don't miss 
this oportunity to have this outstanding book as part of your collection, we don't expect 
to see this book again. 
An account of the diving operation (1906-1911) of William Walker and his successful 
work in under pinning the foundations of Winchester Cathedral which was built in 1079. 
128 pages, B&W, soft cover 1984. $25.00. $5.00 domestic, CA residents add 7.75% 
sales tax. 
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• Diving in High-Risk Environments • 
by Steven M. Barsky 
All HDS copies signed by the author 
Diving in High-Risk Environments is fhe most complete text covering full-face masks, 
wireless communications, surface-supplied diving, dry suits, contaminated water, and 
potable water diving operations. This third edition has been extensively edited and re-
vised with new material on Pfiestria, chemical testing, the Superlite-17K. and potable 
water diving. If you are professionally employed in diving this is a must-have book. It will 
also be of interest to anyone diving classic surface supplied equipment. It contains over 
175 photographs, technical illustrations, tables, charts, an extensive bibliography and a 
comprehensive index. It is recommended by Diving Systems International and Trelleborg 
Viking, Inc. Soft bound in color, 197 pages. $32 plus $4 domestic, CAres. add 7.75% 
sales tax. 
•THE MAN WHO BOUGHT A NAVY • 
by Gerald Bowman 
249 pages, b&w photos, Hardbound. 
When the Germans sank their surrendered navy at Scapa Flow after WWI, salvage experts 
agreed that recovery of the ships was nearly impossible. In 1924, an engineering genius 
named Ernest Cox gambled his personal fortune that they were wrong. Although Cox had 
never even salvaged a rowing boat, he bought the scuttled German fleet from the British 
Admiralty and set about raising it. He weathered some major disasters in his operations 
but also succeeded in raising SIX vessels in 14 days, a record, and recovered the 
battleship Hindenberg, the biggest ship ever raised in history. This is his incredible 
story, illustrated with on site photos of a sunken navy, the remnants of which currently 
provide a popular modern dive site. $35.00 plus $4 domestic p&p, CAres. add 7.75% 
sales tax. For overseas shipping contact HDS office. 
• SCUBA AMERICA • 
Volume One 
The Human History of Sport Diving 
by Zale Parry and Albert Tillman 
A comprehensive survey of the people and events that shaped the history of recreational 
scuba diving. Taken from over one thousand in-depth interviews researched over three de-
cades. Written by two pioneers who have been professionally involved in the sport since its 
inception. This limited edition first volume will be followed by other volumes over the next two 
years. Signed and numbered by the authors. 504 pages, b&w photos, 9" x 12" hardbound. 
$49.95 plus $6 domestic p&p. Contact HDS office for overseas shipping. CA residents add 
7.75% sales tax 
periods of time. 
• SEA DWELLERS • 
The Humor, Drama, and Tragedy of the U.S. Navy SEALAB Programs 
by Bob Barth 
Bob Barth is the only person to be on the bottom in all of the Navy experimental diving pro-
grams, Genesis, and SEALAB 1-2-3. 
Experience the stirring larger-than-life story of SEALAB, as told by the only man who, from 
start to finish, was at the "other end" of the hose. As a self-professed grunt guinea pig, Bob 
Barth willingly gave his blood, sweat, tears, the prime years of his life-and even his heart and 
soul-to the U.S. Navy's Genesis and SEALAB programs in order to experience what most 
men can only dream of ... life on the bottom of the ocean. 
The SEALAB saga has a dramatic, sobering conclusion that haunts the many good 
men who were part of it. Yet the SEALAB program proved the viability of saturation diving, 
providing the commercial diving community with its most important tool in the exploration 
of the offshore oil and gas market: the ability to dive deep and stay deep for extended 
Soft bound color cover, 184 pages, b&w content with 40 pages of photographs. $16, plus $4 domestic shipping. 
For overseas shipping contact HDS office .. CAres. add 7.75% sales tax 
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•Solid Brass 
By Bob Wick 
Exciting tales of commercial hard hat diving by HDS member Bob Wick. Bob covers his 
career from UDT, through the adventures of the California abalone industry, the oil 
patch, construction diving and up to Alaska's Cook Inlet. This book is also illustrated by 
Bob and has many thrilling revelations including true diving adventures with some names 
who will be familiar to many readers. Bob wrote this book as a tribute to the people in 
these stories, some who are gone but will always be a part of the colorful history of the 
diving business. 
Hardbound 239 pages with b&w photos, illustrations. $17 plus $4 domestic, p&p. 
Contact office for international shipping. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
• A Demonstration of the DIVING ENGINE • 
by Jacob Rowe 
Limited- First Edition of 750 numbered copies. 
The late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries saw an increased interest in the business 
of diving, and a proliferation of new designs of equipment. One of these divers was Jacob 
Rowe, who used the "barrel" type of apparatus to salvage materials from the bottom of the 
sea. Rowe was a man of great drive and determination, achieving two remarkable feats of 
marine salvage, during an era when underwater salvage was just beginning in earnest. 
Here, for the first time, is printed his treatise on diving, describing in detail how his apparatus 
was constructed and used. Not only is Rowe's treatise the first known English monograph 
on diving, it is also one of only a handful of treatises on the subject, in any language, 
written during the eighteenth century. Rowe's manuscript is accompanied by an accounting 
of his life and work by Mike Fardell and Nigel Phillips. Published by the HDS-UK in 
association with The National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England. 30 pages, facsimile 
manuscript and illustrations, hard bound in dust jacket. $30 plus $4 domestic. Contact 
us for overseas p&p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
0 
0 
Mares America Corp. 
Shore Pointe, One Selleck St. 
Email: 
Norwalk, CT 06855 
Tel (203) 855-0631 










diver, Jacques Mayol, 
whose books about 
man's spiritual connec-
tion to dolphins are an 
inspiration to ocean 
lovers around the 
world, left us on De-
cember 22, 2001. He 
was 74. 
Born in Shanghai 
in 1927, to French par-
ents, Mayol spent most 
of life at his spiritual 
home in Elba, Italy. 
Jacques Mayol first 
encountered his life 
long companions, the 
dolphins, in the Red Sea. He saw them from the deck 
of a steamer, en route from China to France, when he 
was seven years old. His interest in them grew and he 
eventually became known to many divers as "the hu-
man dolphin." 
Jacques Mayol achieved fame as an elite apnea 
diver, and went on to become the first man to hold his 
breath long enough to descend to 100 meters under 
water. His fame reached legendary status when the 
record-breaking dives became part of a long-running 
rivalry between Mayol and Italian diver Enzo Maiorca. 
This rivalry became the inspiration for the 1988 film 
The Big Blue, which Jacques co-wrote. The movie was 
extremely successful across Europe, but was less so 
in the USA. 
During the 1950s he worked at an aquarium in 
Florida, and developed an especially close relation-
ship with a female dolphin named Crown. Even 
thought it was against the aquariums rules, Mayol 
swam with Crown during his lunch hours. It was dur-
ing those secret visits with Crown that Mayol honed 
his ability to stay under water for minutes on end. By 
the 1970s, he had perfected his technique, diving 100 
meters in 1976. At the age of 56, he followed that 
with yet another record-breaking dive, this time to 
105m. 
In 1983 Mayol wrote Homo Delphinus, The Dol-
phin Within Man. In the book he reflects on the many 
years of preaching a state of mind based on relaxation 
and yoga, and also argues the importance of protect-
ing the ocean. The book also includes accounts of the 
apnea record dives and has a treasure chest of photos. 
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Mr. Mayol suggested 
that within a couple of 
generations people 
will be able to swim at 
depths of 200 m and 
hold their breath for up 
to 10 minutes. 
Friends say "the 
human dolphin," who 
once held more than a 
dozen world records 
for his lengthy under-
water escapades, was 
suffering from depres-
sion and had recently 
hinted he was consid-
ering taking his own 
life. "He told me on 
the phone, 'I feel nothing for myself, I want to kill 
myself,'" said Maurizio Russo, whose company pub-
lished Homo Delphinus: The Dolphin Within Man. "He 
was getting older and he just didn't want to accept 
that." 
"I just spoke with him yesterday. I'm in a state of 
shock," said Stephen McCulloch, director of the Har-
bor Branch Oceanographic Institution in Florida where 
Mr. Mayol gave numerous lectures about the intrica-
cies of the sea. "He was just one with the ocean," said 
Mr. Russo. 
Besides his underwater feats, Mr. Mayol will be 
remembered for his oceanic research. The "citizen of 
planet ocean" delivered innumerable lectures about 
the sea and its role in the lives of humans. "I consid-
ered him my master," said friend and fellow diver 
Umberto Pelizzari, who once descended 131 m from 
the ocean's surface. Mr. Mayol's enthusiasm for the 
ocean, however, had dwindled over the past year. 
Jacques Mayol was an Honorary Life time member 
of The Historical Diving Society Australia, & S.E. 
Asia. A funeral service was held in Livorno, Italy. 
Bob Ramsay. 
Historical Diving Society South East Asia & 
Pacific, with acknowledgment to: 
Stephen D. McCulloch, Maurizio Russo, the Na-
tional Post, and other news services. 
Photo is by Paul Mockler, from Homo Delphinus, The 






August 11, 1909- October 9, 2001 
Glen Bickford was born in Iowa, and completed his education at Chillicothie Business College in Mis-
souri. In 1935 he moved to California. First to Lompoc, and then Morro Bay, where he worked in Mastins 
grocery store. His work brought him into contact with members of the abalone industry, and eventually went 
to work on diver Jim Stillson's boat. His first dive came in 1936 when he was tending Delmar Reviea and tried 
out the equipment when Reviea was unable to dive. He eventually became a full-time diver in 1938 and 
relocated to Newport Beach and then Santa Barbara in 1942. He retired from the abalone business in 1951 and 
became chief diver for the Department of Fish and Game. During this period he also became involved with 
research projects connected to the study of abalone. He stayed with the department until he retired in the early 
1970s. 
Glen was an avid reader, photographer, and shell collector. He helped organize the Audubon Society in 
Morrow Bay, and later donated his collection of abalone shells to Cuesta College. His career is extensively 
referenced in The California Abalone Industry; A Pictorial History, by A. L. "Scrap" Lundy. 
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IN MEMORY 
Hugh Dickerson Greer III 
Dr. Hugh Greer died Tuesday afternoon, October 2, 2001, of sudden cardiac arrest while swimming in the 
ocean off North Carolina's Outer Banks. Dr Greer was attending a family reunion at Nags Head, NC with his 
wife Lou. Hugh Dickinson Greer III was born February 8, 1932, son of Dr Richard and Elizabeth Greer, in 
Madison, WI. He attended Topeka High School in Kansas, and won a Naval ROTC scholarship to Dartmouth 
College. After graduating from Dartmouth University in 1953, Hugh entered the U.S. Navy as an ensign. He 
volunteered for and completed Underwater Demolition Team training in late 1953 and spent the next four 
years serving with UDT Team 22 on the East Coast of the United States. After leaving the NAVY in 1957, 
Hugh attended the University of Kansas Medical School, graduating in 1960. He interned at Dartmouth-
Hitchcock and in 1965 became a Fellow in Neurology at Mayo Clinic. In 1965, Dr. Greer joined the Neurol-
ogy Department at The Santa Barbara Medical Foundation Clinic. In addition to his regular duties as a neu-
rologist, Hugh served as a Diving Medicine Specialist at the Clinic. During his tenure there he served on the 
Board of Directors, as chairman of the Board of Governors, and as interim president and CEO. At the time of 
his death he was Chairman of the Board of Trustees of what is now The Sansum Santa Barbara Medical 
Foundation Clinic. 
Dr. Greer had strong beliefs in diving safety and held positions as chairman of the Diving Safety Control 
Board at USC, member and past chairman of the Diving Committee of the Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical 
Society, Diving Medical Officer for Maripro, Inc., Western Regional Director for Divers Alert Network (DAN), 
consultant to the Catalina Island Hyperbaric facility and Medical Review officer for Santa Barbara City Col-
lege Marine Diving Technology Program and numerous commercial diving companies. 
Dr. Greer was also a consultant to the Diving Program at MariPro, participating in several diving opera-
tions each year until retiring three years ago as one of the oldest divers in the industry. He was a published 
author and lecturer on many aspects of diving science and safety and was chairman of the Diving Safety 
committee at the USC Marine Science Center on Catalina, and on staff with Human Underwater Biology 
(HUB) where he lectured on underwater medicine. He was a member of the Undersea Medical Society, from 
which he received a lifetime achievement award, and a member of the Explorers Club. 
With his wife, he dove throughout the South Pacific and the Caribbean. He had a lifelong love of the water 
sailing a boat, rafting a river, swimming laps, or working under a ship in the dark. 
A highly regarded diving medical expert, Dr. Greer has been widely published in medical journals on a 
variety of diving and hyperbaric medicine topics. He has also written for Skin Diver and Alert Diver maga-
zines. Dr. Greer was a Charter Member of the Historical Diving Society USA and the Central Coast Working 
Equipment Group. 
A loyal and dedicated husband, father, and friend, he will be dearly missed by all who knew him. Contri-
butions may be made in Dr. Greer's memory to the Sansum Santa Barbara Medical Foundation Clinic, or the 
Dr. Hugh Greer Marine Technology Memorial Scholarship Foundation, SBCC Marine Technology Depart-
ment, 721 Cliff Dr, Santa Barbara, CA 93109. 
Don Barthelmess and Bob Christensen 
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Classified 
Classified Rates: MEMBERS: .35 cents per word, $2.50 minimum. NONMEMBERS: 
$35.00 per column inch, minimum $35.00 Payment must be made with order. Advertising 
copy should be sent to: HD Classified, 2022 Cliff Dr #405, Santa Barbara, CA 93109-
1506 Deadline for Advertisements in the next issue is August 1, 2001. 
ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTER collection for sale. Whole or individual 
items entire theme is ocean adventure/scubalsci-fi John Brill 303-979-
0655. 
CLASSIC HELMET DIVING CLASSES. Weekend classes. For start-
ing dates call650-520-7685 Capt. Ace Parnell. 
KOREAN HELMETS, Pre World War II. Three light, 12- bolt, with 
manufacturer's plates. Photos, prices, descriptions on request. Jim 
Shuttleworth, e-mail: jinipinxit@aol.com, PO BOX 93575, Indus-
try, CA 91715-3575, (909) 595-6655. 
OLD ABALONE BOXES "Brebes" Circa 1960's Great Diving Col-
lectible $5 Ea. +Postage. Email for Pies. gmdl @charter.net or (805) 
461-3500. 
DIVING HELMETS and Suits Plus More! 
Chinese 12 bolt copper or tin plate $950, Chinese 3 bolt and 12 bolt 
canvas suits (large) $200. Brass Divers Knives $150. Much More nauti-
cal stuff in brass! ALLAthentic. *Will Ship* Call Geo@ (805) 461-
3500 E-mail for Pictures gmdl @charter.net. 
OFFERED: some genuine pre and post war Russian diving manuals, 
and some interesting school instruction posters showing hard hat divers 
and equipment. Complete used and new 3 and 12 bolt equipments. Suits, 
boots, weights, knives, spares etc. Also some new rebreathers; boxed 
with tools and spares. Call David 0031229202043 or fax 0031229202143. 
E-mail: davidsimport@zonnet.nl 
WANTED: small A. Siebe pump wheel; can exchange for large A. Siebe 
pump wheel or set of early Siebe Gorman & Co wheels. 
Call David 0031229202043 or fax 0031229202143. E-mail: 
davidsimport@ zonnet.nl 
AVAILABLE: vintage U.S. Divers double hose parts including original 
first stage hp seats, diaphragms, seals, and more. Good supply of straight 
or curved mouthpieces, plus intake I exhaust mushroom valve fit U.S. 
Divers style. Hoses in color black. Good supply of original design U.S. 
Divers body spanner wrench #1112-00. Late 60's wetsuits, fins, acces-
sories new in box, and more. See at www.goingunder.net follow to page: 
Vintage Equipment or email Ron at goingunder@worldnet.att.net. 
WANTED: Diving periodicals and information. 
http://www.divingmags.com 
I AM SEEKING INFORMATION on Henry Kendall and Hilbert 
Schenck authors of Shallow Water Diving for Pleasure and Profit and 
Underwater Photography published by Cornell Maritime Press. I am 
also looking for a Jantzen Skin Diver swimsuit made during the mid-
1950's. Call or email Sid at 503-835-2115 or 
moceanvideo@onlinemac.com. 
WANTED: Early U.S. Divers J-Valve pre 1953 with the side yoke 
mount. Also need a 1956 U.S. Divers catalog. Call Mark Ph. 949-
770-4920 email LAFIREBOAT@aol.com. 
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line of books for the diver 
pu[mcatttcms on just diving 
a sample of the many 
we have available 
• Underwater Photography 
• Underwater Inspection 
• Underwater Welding 
• Salvage Techniques 
• Diving Physiology 
• Mixed Gas Diving 
• Diving Medicine 
• Decompression 
• Nitrox Diving 
• Diving Safety 
For more infor-
mation on these or 






tory of original helmets, Siebe 
6 and 12 bolts, USN, Russian, 
Korean, Chinese, some very 
old hats. 
Rapidly diminishing stock of 
pumps, mostly Siebe, 1850? Tyler. 
Also suits, boots, knives, radios, spares, etc. 
Good stock of twin hose regulators for trade 8x 
Heinke Mk 5, 6 x Heinke Mk 3. 
Fax or Phone for complete list 
Adam 
Taunton House, Taunton Road 
Swanage, Dorset BH19 2BY England 
Phone/Fax 011-44-1929-4285032 
Phone 011-44-1929-425440 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Annual Membership Information 
SPONSOR NAME (PLEASE PRINT): SPONSOR's MEMBER NuMBER: 
Class of Membership: 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime Membership) . $1000.00 D Family (Domestic USA Only) ................ $45.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Individual (Domestic USA Only) ........... $35.00 
D Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Student (Domestic USA Only) ............... $25.00 
D Institutional (Colleges and Schools) .................... $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $45.00 
D Dive Stores ........................................................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................. $50.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register. 0 Yes ONo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Please complete for Membership and/or Merchandise - Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: Member No. 
Address: 
City: State: Postal Code: Country 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Order and Payment Information 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE COLOR PRICE EACH TOTAL 
Method of payment: Subtotal 
D Cash 0Check (enclosed) DMO CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
Credit Card: o[:EJ D~ D Total shipping (see item description) 
Total enclosed 
Card NO: (U.S. FUNDS DRAWN ON 
U.S. BANKS ONLY, PLEASE) 
Exp. Date: Please photocopy this form. 
Name on Card (Please Print) MAIL ORDER TO: HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY ORDERS 
340 S Kellogg Ave Ste E 
Signature SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117 U.S.A. 
OR FAX WITH CREDIT CARD DETAILS TO: 
Phone Number in case there are problems 805-692-0042 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for deliverv. 
'1To.30 63 
~DAN. 
Divers Alert NIIWIPk 
YIIP Dive Sllety Asucllllll 
lfttl Santa Barbara 
~~ Maritime Museum 
Morse Diving 
Since 1837 
Jean - Michel Cousteau - Keilt:o 
Inventing The Freedom Of Diving 
Since 1937 
Dive Commercial 
International 
